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ABSTRACT
Studying and simulating social systems including human groups and societies can be a
complex problem. In order to build a model that simulates humans actions, it is necessary to con-
sider the major factors that affect human behavior. Norms are one of these factors: social norms are
the customary rules that govern behavior in groups and societies. Norms are everywhere around
us, from the way people handshake or bow to the clothes they wear. They play a large role in
determining our behaviors. Studies on norms are much older than the age of computer science,
since normative studies have been a classic topic in sociology, psychology, philosophy and law.
Various theories have been put forth about the functioning of social norms. Although an exten-
sive amount of research on norms has been performed during the recent years, there remains a
significant gap between current models and models that can explain real-world normative behav-
iors. Most of the existing work on norms focuses on abstract applications, and very few realistic
normative simulations of human societies can be found.
The contributions of this dissertation include the following: 1) a new hybrid technique
based on agent-based modeling and Markov Chain Monte Carlo is introduced. This method is
used to prepare a smoking case study for applying normative models. 2) This hybrid technique is
described using category theory, which is a mathematical theory focusing on relations rather than
objects. 3) The relationship between norm emergence in social networks and the theory of tipping
points is studied. 4) A new lightweight normative architecture for studying smoking cessation
trends is introduced. This architecture is then extended to a more general normative framework that
can be used to model real-world normative behaviors. The final normative architecture considers
cognitive and social aspects of norm formation in human societies. Normative architectures based
on only one of these two aspects exist in the literature, but a normative architecture that effectively
includes both of these two is missing.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The modeling and simulation of human behaviors are known to be complex problems,
particularly at the level of modeling human societies. In order to study the behaviors of humans
usually it’s necessary to model more than one aspect. For instance, choosing what type of clothes
to wear, cannot be modeled just by knowing the personal preferences of a human; other factors like
her friendship network, the content of TV and social media, and the clothing retail markets can af-
fect this behavior. As more factors, especially the social ones, come into the play, a more powerful
method is needed to model these factors. Modeling the emergence of norms in human societies
is one example of a complex large-scale human modeling problem. Psychological characteristics
[49], friendship network status [41] and financial incentives are important to the norm formation
process.
The general way to model complex human behaviors is to decompose them into sub-
divisions. This could be done either using a top-down or bottom-up approach. In the later case,
each member of society is considered as a separate entity. Agent-based modeling (ABM) is a
popular technique that functions using the bottom-up approach. The ability of ABM comes from
its focus on defining micro details about agents which leads to the emergence of macro behaviors
in the society as a large. This method is employed in this dissertation to simulate the behavior
of agents in the systems. Here, agents’ social interactions, transportation behaviors and personal
characteristics are modeled through ABM. Having a detailed agent-based model facilitates the
modeling of norms in realistic situations. A major aspect of this dissertation is creating an agent-
based model to simulate human normative behaviors on the main campus of Universitity of Central
Florida.
A normative agent refers to an autonomous agent who demonstrates normative behavior;
these agents must be able to reason about the norms with which they should comply, and occa-
sionally violate them if they are in conflict with each other or with the agent’s private goals [120].
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For individual agents, reasoning about social norms can easily be supported within many agent
architectures; Dignum [65] defines three layers of norms (private, contract, and convention) that
can be used to model norms within a BDI framework. At the population level, norm emergence,
whether a group of agents converges to a consistent set of norms, is an interesting question, and
both theoretical and computational models have been presented to describe norm emergence in
social systems [155, 172]. Previous work on norms, such as the EMIL project [119], has shown
promising results on modeling real-world phenomena such as traffic patterns, Wikipedia article
authorship, and financial decisions.
In this work, two theories from mathematics and social sciences are employed to study and
describe the presented ideas. The mathematical one is category theory, and the other is the theory
of tipping points from social sciences. A case study on the use of category theory is presented
to formally describe and analyze agent-based models. The power of category theory is that it can
be used to express different types of systems in a common language. It was originally introduced
in order to handle problems in algebraic topology and homology theory [106]. Category theory
enables one to abstract a formal system by eliminating superfluous details. By mapping a prob-
lem to a seemingly unrelated problem in another domain, it becomes possible to leverage known
proofs and solutions from the original domain. The main purpose of using category theory is to
mathematically show the logic behind the hybridization of ABM and Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) techniques. It should be noted that theoretically any modeling technique could be used
to construct a hybridized technique. Category theory helps us show why ABM and MCMC are
good candidates. Additionally, the mathematical representation of ABM presents a new formal
representation for agent-based models. The common problem with these models is that it’s very
difficult to reproduce the results obtained from them. This problem arises mainly because there
is not a practical unified approach for formal representation of agent-based models. By using
category theory, these concerns will be addressed.
On the other hand, the theory of tipping points deals with seeming minor causes to deep
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changes in the behavior of human societies. These changes start with gradual ones, and end with
sharp shifts in a population-level behavior. Three elements of this theory that were popularized
by Malcolm Gladwell [125] are studied in this work. This is done, using some ideas from social
network analysis domain, where the effects of these three factors are studied in the emergence of
norms in multi-agent systems.
1.1 Motivation
One barrier to creating realistic large-scale models of human social systems is the lack
of good general purpose computational models of human interactions; without such models, it
is impossible to accurately account for the intricate action dependencies engendered by both ex-
plicit and implicit interpersonal communications. However research on special purpose human
interaction models has flourished, bringing a greater understanding of the computational processes
underlying teamwork [159], information diffusion [107], and adversarial situations [39]. Armed
with these tools, social scientists have been able to mathematically describe more complicated so-
cial phenomena. Similarly, the research on computational models of norms and normative agent
architectures is ripe for greater inclusion in social simulations. Normative multi-agent systems
are a powerful tool for modeling complex social problems, including energy consumption, water
usage, and soil conservation. For instance, social norms have been found to affect enrollment in
payment for ecosystem services (PES) [48].
Group cohesion, the set of personal and task-related social forces uniting the members of a
group, can exert a powerful influence on the actions of group members, increasing the incidence of
correlated action [140]. Many group attributes influence cohesiveness — the expectation of future
rewards resulting from group action, members’ similarity, group size, and the presence of external
threats [75]. The desire for increased group cohesion can motivate group members to change
their actions without formally entering into a state of joint commitment [101]. Group members
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often exhibit a tendency towards groupthink in their decision-making, causing group members to
minimize conflict and rapidly reach consensus [94]. Cohesion and groupthink combine to create
measurable action dependencies among group members, reducing the number of potential actions
considered by group members when deciding on a course of action and creating action synchrony.
The existence of social norms, implicit expectations about the behavior of in-group mem-
bers, can be viewed as a consequence of these group-based social forces. Norms play a significant
role in determining the behavior of people in human societies, and have been used as a computa-
tional mechanism for creating coordinated action within normative multi-agent systems. Previous
work on modeling norm lifecycles can be organized into two categories: internal and external.
In the first category, norms are characterized as arising from internal mental processes that can be
specified using cognitive modeling techniques, and normative behavior is viewed as the outcome of
internalizing external preferences. The normative agents are able to acquire new norms, rather than
relying on preexisting constructs, and can deliberate about norm compliance autonomously [55].
In the second category, the focus is on social interactions, and game-theoretic models are used to
quantify the bottom-up process of recognizing and complying with norms in the external social
system [155]. Convergence occurs when agents arrive at a mutually agreed upon utility maxi-
mization strategy. A limitation of this type of system is that the agents lack a sense of normative
expectation and do not distinguish between a strategy and a social norm [148]. However com-
plex human behaviors often contain elements of both types of mechanisms embedded within the
decision-making process. Ideally a realistic simulation of human behavior should support both
mechanisms.
The proposed normative architecture in this research, Cognitive Social Learners (CSL),
bridges the gap between these two types of architectures and provides a computational mechanism
for transitioning behaviors learned during repeated social interactions into the agent’s internal cog-
nitive model of preexisting beliefs, desires, and intentions. Rather than modeling the normative
lifecycle as a sequence of stages (e.g., recognition, adoption, compliance), CSL implements norms
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through an iterative process in which the normative behavior is developed incrementally within
each agent’s cognitive model before it emerges in consistent patterns of observable behavior.
As mentioned earlier, simulating real-world normative behaviors needs a model that in-
cludes adequate details of agents’ characteristics and their environment properties. Since the real-
world scenarios in this work occur in an urban environment, the agents are defined in a way that
they mirror specific details required for this type of environments. Benenson et al. [29] present two
motivations for defining urban agents as a distinct group within the general class of autonomous
agents:
1. urban agents often have a high degree of mobility resulting in rapidly changing spatial rela-
tionships.
2. to succeed, urban agents require a strong capability to perceive and adapt to the evolving
urban environment shaped by neighboring agents.
Urban simulation is a particularly fertile domain for research in agent-based simulation since it
requires modeling a large number of interdependent agents making sequential decisions within a
small region. Agent-based models have been used specifically to recreate urban environments for
a wide variety of domains including: 1) civil and environmental transportation analysis [102, 4], 2)
geographic information systems (GIS) for visualizing patterns and trends in spatial areas [105, 3],
and 3) archaeological studies of land site usage in ancient civilizations [110].
Although these urban simulations do not necessarily have to model low-level physical in-
teractions, including spatial information and heterogeneity in agent-based models will help us
build models that can simulate complicated characteristics of real world environments in a more
effective way [36]. With the inclusion of GIS to represent a spatially, georeferenced environment,
the impact of human behavior patterns can be linked to specific spatial locations and when used
correctly can provide a powerful tool for policy makers and the public to understand the potential
consequences of their decisions [87].
Yet modelers attempting to analyze a complex urban region face a similar problem to the
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six blind men touching an elephant, who describe the whole elephant based on touching it. Since
none of the men can feel more than a single small part of the elephant—the tail, the ear, a tusk, the
belly, the trunk, and the leg—they each bring back a different report.1 In the same way, different
modeling techniques are very likely to produce slightly different answers to the same question.
This phenomenon poses problems when urban simulations are used to influence important public
policy debates, regulatory decisions, and to guide resource allocation. For instance, the public
debate about human influence on climate change has been shaped by a disproportionate level of
discussion about minor discrepancies between predictions, while the general trend consensus be-
tween models has remained largely ignored [73].
As part of this dissertation, a novel architecture for combining two powerful modeling
techniques is introduced: agent-based models (ABM) and Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC)
estimators. Although both of these methods have a long history of practical usage (summarized in
the next two sections), they have weaknesses as well. ABMs can be used to simulate very complex
social phenomena, but constructing easily reproducible agent-based models is difficult due to the
possibility of emergent behaviors and lack of formal representation. According to [169], many
ABMs, with the exception of a few classic models, have never been replicated by anyone but the
original developer. It is difficult to bring mathematical analysis tools to bear on the problem, so
instead models are typically studied through empirical simulation studies [97]. Yet the results of
the simulation study can vary considerably by changing the range, or even the step size, of just one
or two variables [133].
On the other hand, the Markov Chain Monte-Carlo simulation process can be described
by a relatively simple set of mathematical equations and a resampling procedure; this methodol-
ogy is sometimes referred as the most powerful idea in computational statistics [141]. The aim
of the process is to approximate the posterior distribution of the model parameters based on the
1The parable of the blind men and the elephant appears in a number of religions originating from the Indian
subcontinent.
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observed data. However, the selection of the proposal distribution can have a significant impact
on model convergence. In cases where the proposal distribution is far from the desired posterior
distribution the algorithm may converge to a poor local minimum or require a long time to achieve
convergence [86]. The nearer the proposal distribution is to the target distribution, the better the
performance of the MCMC algorithm [127]. The reader can find more details about the role of
proposal distribution in [6].
Agent-based modeling has been used successfully for studying many types of social and
biological phenomena. Although the gold-standard test for an ABM is comparing its predictions
to real-world data, often paucity of data can eliminate this form of comparison. More commonly,
domain experts can be used to guide the modeler during the creation of the model and tuning of
parameters. However, comparing one model to another remains a difficult challenge, particularly
because it is often problematic to formally specify many types of agent-based models. The ideas
from category theory are employed to address these issues, in addition to showing the relation
between ABM and MCMC methods.
The power of category theory mainly comes from its focus on relations among the objects
rather than the objects themselves. Historically, most of structures defined in category theory were
defined in order to study and represent complex structures in a consistent way. Healy et al. [95]
use the following analogy to illustrate the role that category theory could play in studying different
disciplines. Imagine a scientist viewing an electrical circuit and a chemical compound. At first
glance, they might appear to be very different structures, but a deeper look reveals that chemical
bonds are also electrical in nature. A common meeting ground between electricity and chemistry
can be found within the abstractions of physics: quantum states and the large-scale static/dynamic
properties of electrons. These abstractions allow the scientist to define the relationship between
electrical circuits and chemical compounds, transfer insights from one discipline to another, and
study electrochemical reactions. Agent-based models are often used to encode discipline-specific
ideas from psychology, sociology, or biology on the function of a complex system [123]. Repre-
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senting these models in category theory could be the key to understanding the relationship between
multiple agent-based models of the same system. Category theory empowers us to create mappings
between the models and understand their operation in a functional way, rather than simply com-
paring the predictions of the simulations.
1.2 Approach
In general, there are two major approaches for constructing normative architectures which
will be also discussed in Section 3.5. In one approach, the focus is on cognitive aspects of norma-
tive reasoning, and the norm reasoning is modeled mostly as an internal process that occurs inside
an agent’s mind. In the other approach, normative procedures are modeled mostly as external pro-
cesses; it’s an agent’s interaction with the environment, especially the other agents that determines
how the agent behaves. The approach taken in our proposed architecture unifies elements from
both groups. In the presented architecture, an agent interacts with other agents and learns about
normative behaviors through social communications and its observations from the environment. In
addition, the agent has internal cognitive abilities to reason about norms using BDI (belief, desire
and intention) structure. Figure 1.1 shows the overall workflow of the dissertation.
 
 
Survey ABM-MCMC 
Designing 
Environmen
t 
Normative 
Architecture 
Evaluation 
Empirical 
Data 
BDI 
Social Learning 
Category 
Theory 
Tipping Point 
Theory 
Figure 1.1: Workflow of the dissertation
Survey: The needed data for building the simulated environment is gathered through an
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online survey. Specifically, the students of University of Central Florida were asked about their
daily commuting times to the school, places they visit on campus and the frequency of their visits.
Designing Realistic Environment: A big part of this dissertation is devoted to describing
the process of building a realistic simulation of transportation patterns of people. Having a good
model of an urban environment, is a necessity for studying the normative processes in this system.
For instance, for studying smoking norms at UCF, a transportation model of students is needed
in order to calculate encounter frequency between smoking and non-smoking students on campus.
One major contribution of this dissertation is proposing a modeling technique that is basically a
hybridization of two other modeling techniques, namely agent-based modeling and Markov Chain
Monte Carlo. This new technique is used to build the model that can simulate transportation pat-
terns of students. In order to show theoretically that hybridization is logical and mathematically
sound, ideas from category theory are employed. Using category theory, which is a classic math-
ematical theory, the two methods are described, and then the relation between them is formally
shown.
Normative Architecture: Two normative architectures are proposed and studied in this
dissertation. The first one presents a simpler architecture without advanced cognitive and learning
abilities. The second architecture includes the features from both cognitive based and social learner
architectures. Also, the role of some ideas from the tipping point theory in emergence of norms in
normative multi-agent systems is studied.
Evaluation: The agent-based model was updated such that each agent deliberates and be-
haves using the proposed normative architecture. The simulated normative behavior of agents was
examined using several independent datasets. For instance, the number of campus smokers deter-
mined by the proposed model was compared to the numbers available from UCF Health Services.
Moreover, the performance of the two proposed normative architectures is compared using various
sets of experiments.
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1.3 Problem Statement and Significance
The goal of this dissertation is to build a normative structure, suitable for real-world usages.
In order to get to this point, several milestones are defined:
Creating a realistic agent-based model As introduced earlier, to create such a model, a
new hybrid method of agent-based modeling and Markov Chain Monte Carlo is employed. Based
on this method, an agent-based model is constructed to generate simulated data which is then used
to initialize the proposal distribution of the MCMC. The combination of the two models, agent-
based and MCMC, produces a more accurate result than either of the parent models and facilitates
the MCMC convergence. An additional benefit is that manipulating the operation of an agent-
based model can empower researchers with better intuitions about the reasons behind emerging
group phenomena rather than merely observing the unfolding of a stochastic process [134]. To
demonstrate the strengths of this approach, a case study on modeling and predicting transportation
patterns and parking lot usage on a large university campus (UCF) is presented.
Creating the normative structure This dissertation describes a lightweight architecture
along with a more complicated BDI version for simulating normative effects using agent-based
models. The overarching aim of this research is to create a general purpose agent-based modeling
(ABM) and simulation system for studying the effects of public policy decisions on a large range
of social phenomena, including personal health decisions, sustainability behaviors, and opinion
formation. In addition, we employ some ideas from the theory of tipping points to show how they
can be applied to the computational models of normative behaviors.
1.4 Overview
This dissertation is organized into the following chapters:
Theoretical background: In this chapter, a set of a general definitions, terms and as-
sumptions useful for remaining chapters are presented. A concise introduction is given for the
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agent-based modeling method, Markov Chain Monte Carlo, category theory and also the theory of
tipping points. In addition, some abbreviations used in this dissertation are introduced.
Related work As the name of this chapter implies, the chapter is dedicated to reviewing
current literature. This includes similar applications of agent-based modeling, and also applica-
tions of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique in modeling. Moreover, several similar works
that use ideas from category theory are presented. A detailed review of related work on norms,
specifically norms in agent-based societies is provided. Normative structures and architectures are
also discussed here.
A hybrid modeling approach for parking and traffic prediction in urban simulations
The key elements of our urban simulation for forecasting transportation patterns and parking lot
utilization are summarized in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents our hybrid approach for unifying
agent-based and MCMC models.
Analyzing agent-based models using category theory This chapter presents a case study
in the usage of category theory for comparing different variants of an urban simulation system,
designed to study traffic congestion and parking scarcity on a large university campus. Here, cate-
gory theory is initially used to represent our agent-based model and a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
sampler that can be combined with survey data to estimate quantities of interest. This chapter de-
scribes how category theory can be used to represent the relationship between the two models and
how insights from the category theory representation can facilitate the creation of hybrid modeling
methods.
A normative agent-based model for predicting smoking cessation trends Chapter 6
presents our first lightweight normative architecture (LNA). This architecture is introduced in con-
junction with describing the required components for our smoking model. This chapter presents an
ablative study showing the relative contribution of the different layers of the ABM on predicting
the impact of a smoke-free campus initiative on student smoking cessation behavior. Our proposed
model to simulate smoking behaviors includes three factors: 1) personal values, 2) social networks,
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and 3) environmental influences; a detailed description is provided in Section 6.3. The norm in
the smoking case study is the acceptability of smoking on a smoke-free campus. Agents modify
their beliefs based on a combination of personal, environmental and social factors. The normative
model is operationalized as part of an activity-oriented microsimulation of transportation patterns
on a large university campus. Inclusion of a detailed transportation model facilitates simulating
propinquity effects that arise from physical proximity. Section 6.5 presents results on the perfor-
mance of our model at predicting smoking cessation attitudes. Although this chapter focuses on
smoking behavior, the architecture is sufficiently general to permit the study of a variety of public
policy scenarios.
Here we seek to integrate normative effects with other types of human behavior models to
produce a more comprehensive picture of human communities, rather than limiting our analysis
to norms alone. Hence the proposed ABM simulates both environmental and network effects, in
combination with norms.
Modeling norm emergence with the cognitive social learner architecture The new ar-
chitecture for modeling emergence of social norms in societies (CSL) is introduced in this chapter.
The performance of CSL is evaluated on an abstract case-study first. After that, CSL is applied to
the problem of modeling smoking behavior of students at UCF. The same smoking model which
was introduced in the previous chapter is used to apply CSL to our smoking case study. The results
for CSL are compared to the results obtained by the lightweight normative architecture presented
in previous chapter.
Modeling tipping point theory using normative multi-agent systems This chapter pro-
poses that normative multi-agent systems (NorMAS) can serve as excellent computational models
for modeling and predicting tipping points. The process of norm emergence in these systems is
analogous to the social epidemics that occur at tipping points. Tipping points occur when a large
number of group members radically modify their behaviors in response to small but significant
events; after a critical point is reached, the behavior of the entire social system changes irrevoca-
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bly. Sociologists have attempted to categorize common triggering factors for these tipping points.
The chapter illustrates how tipping point theory can be modeled with a standard social learning
approach and replicate some of the key findings.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Since this dissertation uses several different methodologies, a set of definitions is provided
here. This chapter provides background on agent-based modeling, Markov Chain Monte Carlo,
category theory, social norms and finally tipping point theory.
2.1 Agent-based Modeling
Agent-based modeling (ABM) is a technique of modeling which looks at the problems us-
ing a bottom-up approach in which the system is modeled as many interdependent components
rather than a single overarching set of mathematical equations. The main idea in agent-based mod-
eling is that by defining a population of agents, and defining rules governing the behavior of agents,
complex notions that are hard to model emerge from the system. This way, the key challenges in
designing agent-based models are defining a set of agents with appropriate properties, and more
importantly defining proper rules. For instance, while designing an agent-based model for study-
ing the effects of a certain virus on tissue cells, it is important to equip the agents representing
the cells with abilities consistent with the behavior of real cells. The set of required rules could
relate to the cells’ movement abilities, the way they interact with other cells and the characteristics
determining the end of their lives. Outcomes in ABMs can be equilibrium points or distributions
or complex patterns. Instead of pre-planned outputs, the outcomes of agent-based models emerge
from the interactions among agents [61]. ABM has been successfully applied to a long list of
different domains.
2.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Markov Chain Monte Carlo is a family of methods principally used to perform Bayesian
inference with stochastic simulation. The aim of the process is to approximate the posterior dis-
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tribution of the model parameters based on the observed data. By using Monte Carlo simulations
to perform the high-dimensional integration necessary to calculate marginal and posterior distri-
butions, algorithms such as Metropolis-Hastings (MH) can make the Bayesian inference process
tractable [129]. The MH algorithm is the oldest and perhaps most commonly used of these meth-
ods. The basic procedure is as follows:
• Select a proposal distribution Q (also known as the proposal transition matrix)
• Initialize the starting point, x0
• Do
– Generate a candidate point xc, according to the probability Q(xc|xi)
– Calculate the acceptance probability according to
α(xi, xc) = min(1,
pi(xc)q(xi|xc)
pi(xi)q(xc|xi) ) (2.1)
– Choose xi+1 = xc with probability α, xi+1 = xi with probability (1− α)
Effectively MCMC allows us to draw samples from a distribution pi(x) without having to
know its normalization. With these samples, it is possible to compute any quantity of interest about
the distribution of x, such as means, confidence regions, or covariance.
2.3 Category Theory
In order to reach the point that we can define our desired representation using category
theory, we need to briefly introduce the required structures. For a detailed overview of category
theory elements the reader is referred to [106] and [15]. Category theory is an extensive mathe-
matical theory which focuses on the relations of objects than the objects themselves. Basically,
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category theory provides its user with various abstraction mechanisms. These abstractions make
it possible to show relations among objects that might seem very different from each other. For
instance, using a set of abstraction techniques in category theory enabled the solution of hitherto
unsolved problems in algebraic topology [74]. The basic structures that are defined in category
theory are the category itself, arrow, and functor.
• A category C consists of: 1) a set of objects (A,B,C, ...), 2) a set of arrows (f, g, h, ...)
also known as morphisms, 3) a way to compose arrows (composed arrows are also associative),
4) identity arrows. Each arrow has a unique source or domain and a unique target or codomain1.
Figure 2.1 shows a simple category containing objects A, B, C, D and the arrows f, g and h. The
identity arrow for object A and composite arrow of f and g are shown in this figure.
Figure 2.1: A simple category containing objects A, B, C, D, morphisms f , g and h, identity
arrow 1A and composite arrow f o g
• A functor C −→ D, shown by F , is a mapping from objects to objects and arrows to
arrows of category C to category D. For the objects and arrows, we define F (f : A −→ B) =
F (f) : F (A) −→ F (B). In addition to domains and codomains, functors preserve identity arrows
and composition. Figure 2.2 shows a functor mapping category C to category D.
The focus in category theory is on relations rather than objects. Accordingly, various struc-
tures defining different types of relations at multiple levels are defined. Arrows show the relations
among objects of a category, and functors show relations among categories. The relation among
the functors is also shown by natural transformations. One could imagine natural transformation
1In case of a function, one can imagine codomain as the superset of range of that function.
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doing the same to two functors between two categories, as what functors do to the objects and
morphisms of two categories.
Figure 2.2: A functor going from category C to D
• Another key concept in category theory is universal property. Informally universal prop-
erty refers to those set of properties that apply to all of objects in a category, and is the best and
most effective set of properties they share; the idea of universal property directly relates to opti-
mization in a system. Many ideas in category theory are based on the universal property concept
such as limits, initials, products and their dual. The dual of each structure in category theory is
constructed by reversing all of the existing morphisms.
• The other definition we need is the pullback structure. In the square
the morphisms i1 and i2 plus the object P are called the pullback of morphisms f and g. If the
pullback is a universal property, there should be a unique morphism between object P and any
other object like Q that is the domain of two morphisms to X and Y (Figure 2.3).
• The last structure that will be introduced here is adjoint functors. Since the main contribu-
tion of this work is presented using this structure, we will provide more details about it. Category
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theory excels at expressing weaker types of equality in a mathematical language. Imagine we have
two categories C and D, and two functors F and G between them, as Figure 2.4 shows.
Figure 2.3: Pullback of morphisms f and g that has the universal property.
Figure 2.4: Two categories C and D, and functors F and G between them
A hierarchy of relations could be defined between these two categories as shown in Table 2.1. As
the table illustrates, equality refers to the classic relation of two items that is quite rigid. It simply
means that they are the same ones. Isomorphism is more lenient than equality and states that going
from category C to category D and then returning (GF ) is equivalent to remaining at C (1C). The
same thing exists for category D. Descending the hierarchy, we reach an equivalence which says
that going from C to D and returning (GF ) is isomorphic to the identity functor or 1C. Finally,
adjunction is even weaker than the other relations. It says that there exists a natural transformation
from the path starting from C to D and returning to C (GF ), to the identity functor (1C). A similar
natural transformation exists for the other case.
2.4 Norms
Although norms are ubiquitous around us; they are complicated and challenging to be
studied and modeled. Here, a set of definitions that will be used in later chapters are provided.
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Table 2.1: Hierarchy of relations between two categories C and D, in terms of equality. F is a
functor going from C to D, and G is dual of F . ∼= shows isomorphism and ⇒ shows natural
transformation relations.
Relation Equality Isomorphism Equivalence Adjunction
Meaning C = D 1C = GF and FG = 1D 1C ∼= GF and FG ∼= 1D 1C ⇒ GF and FG⇒ 1D
• Norm: “A norm is any behavioral rule that is considered valid by the majority of a popula-
tion” [98].
• Social Norm: “A social norm is a rule of conduct derived from a social behavioral expecta-
tion” [77].
• Moral Norm: “A moral norm is a rule of conduct derived from a moral value” [77].
• Legal Norm: “A legal norm is a rule of conduct derived from the code of law” [77].
• Internalization: The process of acceptance of a set of norms and values established by people
or groups which are influential to the individual through the process of socialisation. [130]
• Recognition: Refers to the ability of an agent to infer regulatory standards, conventions and
norms of a society via observation and interaction with individuals. It also plays a role in
monitoring norm-abiding behavior and detecting deviations [120].
• Adoption: Norm adoption is the process of an agent accepting new norms that will influence
its practical reasoning. Adopting a norm does not mean that an agent will automatically
comply with it (in fact, it may choose to violate norms) [120]. An agent accepts (adopts) a
norm only if it believes that this norm helps in a direct or indirect way to achieve one of its
goals [54].
• Compliance: Is a phase in norm development that an agent decides to comply with a norm
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and possibly modify its goal according to the norm. Some of the agent’s goals might conflict
with the norm, but the agent usually has a computational process for determining whether
it’s worth complying or not.
• Normative multi-agent system (NorMAS): “A normative multi-agent system is a multi-agent
system organized by means of mechanisms to represent, communicate, distribute, detect,
create, modify and enforce norms, and mechanisms to deliberate about norms and detect
norm violation and fulfillment” [33].
2.5 Tipping Point Theory
The term, “tipping point”, was initially coined in physics to describe the situation in which
the state of an object rapidly changes from one stable equilibrium to another different equilibrium.
Morton Grodzins was the first to use this term in social sciences for describing an interesting
phenomenon he observed in some US cities, known as white flight [90]. His observation was that
in some metropolitan areas, the percentage of African-American people increases up to a certain
point. After that point, those with white ethnicity immigrate from those cities in large numbers.
Later, Thomas Schelling presented the general theory of tipping, which describes how individuals’
micromotives and microbehavior can aggregate in the big picture [151]. Similarly, the model of
collective behavior that was introduced by Mark Granovetter [89] uses thresholds to determine the
path of social events. This model was initially used to describe how fads are created.
In normative studies, tipping points are usually denoted as the point of maximum return at
which time the behavior has the highest level of acceptability from the population. For instance,
in a certain group of friends, the number of times they shower in a week may vary, but a specific
value has the highest acceptability by group members as the conventional pattern of behavior.
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORK
Many works exist both on agent-based modeling and normative systems. ABM’s simplicity
in design and implementation makes it an interesting choice for researchers studying different
domains from simulating the epidemic spread of Ebola virus [128] to modeling people living in
ancient civilizations [110]. Here we focus on those types of work that use ABM for studying urban
and transportation simulations. Next we describe the set of work that uses the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo technique for modeling and simulation. Several examples of the employment of category
theory ideas are presented to show how researchers use category theory to show the relations
among different concepts. A review of the state of the art on normative studies concludes the
chapter. The different aspects of norm life-cycle including emergence, adoption and compliance
are reviewed. Our main focus will be on two issues: 1) What are the major components needed
to build a cohesive and complete normative model? 2) What are the current architectures for
normative agent-based models?
3.1 Agent-based Modeling
Agent-based models are a popular modeling and simulation technique due to their ease
of construction [123]. The modeler simply defines a population of agents with specific proper-
ties, plus a set of rules governing the agents’ behavior and decisions. It is relatively simple to
rapidly prototype a complex system with emergent behaviors, even without a formal specification
or complete knowledge of the system dynamics. ABMs have been applied to a range of interesting
real-world problems ranging from modeling people’s transportation selections to simulating the
response of an organ’s cells to a bacterial attack [96]. Yet, the lack of mathematical formalism can
make the results of ABMs hard to validate and also render them difficult to reproduce. The results
of a simulation study can vary considerably by changing the range or even the step size of just one
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or two variables [133]. According to [169], most of the works based on ABM, with the exception
of a few classic models, have never been replicated by anyone other than the original developer.
Agent-based modeling has been used to analyze a variety of complex public policy related
scenarios including climate change negotiations [84], water management decisions [118], and fi-
nancial regulatory governance [157]. In general, ABMs are good at modeling a diverse population
of rational, self-interested agents, allowing interesting social questions to be explored in simulation
before enacting new laws. For instance, Garlick and Chli studied the effects of social influence and
curfews on civil violence by creating an agent-based model that simulated the interactions between
the police force and the community [82]. Some social simulations explicitly model network in-
teractions between agents; for example this is useful when studying influence propagation [124]
and the self-repairing properties of insurgent terrorist networks [100]. Social choice mechanisms
can be studied using agent-based simulations as well as by game theory; for instance, Verella and
Wardak examined the effects of external stimuli on collective opinion formation, in the context of
voting decisions [162].
Alternatively, interactions between agents can be governed by a combination of spatial
and social constraints; in these social systems the behavior of the agents is strongly affected by
other agents in their local physical neighborhood, which is easy to simulate but often difficult
to predict analytically. Examples of systems possessing these characteristics include traffic and
crowd evacuation simulations, which are heavily influenced by geographic considerations [5, 142].
To compare the effectiveness of simultaneous and staged evacuation strategies in different road
network structures, Chen designed an agent-based simulation that shows the collective behaviors
resulting from the interactions of individual vehicles during an evacuation [47]. Human behavioral
data can be added to the emergency evacuation and egress model to build a more realistic and
consistent agent-based model as was done by [136].
In contrast to crowd evacuation scenarios which are often used to prepare for unique dis-
aster situations, traffic simulations are designed to characterize the effects of repetitive behaviors.
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Klu¨gl and Bazzan [109] outline five advantages agent-based methodologies have over other types
of traffic-related simulations including: 1) ease of modeling bottom-up decision-making, 2) capac-
ity for imbuing entities with learning and adaptive behavior 3) simplicity of generating a population
with heterogeneous behaviors. Also it is often feasible to gather survey and GPS data to verify the
predictions of traffic simulations [3].
Based on detailed trip survey data from seven Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) in Ottawa,
Canada, Jin and White present an agent-based model for analyzing the influence of neighborhood
design on daily trip patterns [103]. Results obtained from a behavioral survey of driving behaviors
were used by Dia [64] to identify and fit a series of agent behavior parameters defining driver
characteristics, knowledge and preferences; the authors also present a case study implementing
a simple agent-based route choice decision model within a microscopic traffic simulation tool.
However neither of those works presents a systematic evaluation of different modeling techniques
through comparison with independently collected data. In our research, a physical path planning
system for modeling driving and walking is used to supplement the activity-based microsimulation
that governs agent behavior selection. The model is seeded with a combination of demographic
information and survey data, and compared against independently collected results. A detailed
review of the applications of agent-based modeling specially in modeling traffic and transportation
patterns can be found in [46].
ABMs have been successfully employed in a variety of water management tasks [20, 80].
Water management, an important aspect of urban management, is affected by geography, weather
patterns, and human behavior, and is additionally complicated by interdependencies between com-
munities that share the same watershed area. Lopez et al. introduced an agent-based simulator
called FIRMABAR for integrated freshwater assessment of the Valladolid metropolitan area [118].
The simulator provides the policy makers with a tool to evaluate alternative water policies in dif-
ferent scenarios.
Similar simulations can be used to study the combined impact of climate change and hu-
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man behavior on sustainable ecosystems. Hailegiorgis et al. presented an agent-based system for
modeling interactions between climate change and conflict among herders in east Africa [91].
ENGAGE is an agent-based model that was introduced by Gerst et al. to simulate the impact of
locally heterogeneous policy preferences and constituent choice on climate change negotiation at
the international level [84]. A review of related works in this area can be found in [18].
In summary, agent-based models can be used to illuminate policy makers on the ramifica-
tions of complex environmental and infrastructure decisions. For the case studies described in this
dissertation, we use an urban transportation model that couples an activity-oriented microsimula-
tion with path planning. Each agent represents a student on the UCF campus, and the population
was created to match the data from a survey on student transportation, parking, and dining prefer-
ences.
3.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) describes a family of methods for performing Bayesian
inferences using stochastic simulation [26]. MCMC allows us to draw samples from a distribution
pi(x) without having to know its normalization. Having these samples, it is possible to compute
any quantity of interest about the distribution of x, including confidence regions, means, standard
deviations, and covariance [141].
Markov Chain Monte Carlo has been successfully used in a wide variety of scientific [114]
and engineering modeling applications [115]. MCMC is often utilized as an alternative to two
other commonly used approximation methods:
1. importance sampling—samples are drawn from a distribution other than the target one, then
reweighted to account for differences between the two distributions;
2. variational inference—the original integration problem is transformed into an optimization
problem [40].
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MCMC can also be applied as part of the model fitting process in social prediction problems. For
instance, Cauchemez et al. use a Bayesian MCMC approach to examine the main characteristics
that affect influenza disease transmission between households [45]. Similarly, the effect of spa-
tial influences on geopolitical conflicts has been modeled using an MCMC formulation in which
the likelihood of war involvement for each nation is conditioned on the decisions of proximate
states [166]. In our work, MCMC is used as a simulation technique, and the sample set used to
characterize the posterior distribution is simply compared against the output of other simulation
techniques, rather than used to perform Bayesian inference over model parameters. In a recent
similar work, a spatial agent-based model is calibrated with a Markov chain Monte Carlo approach
[128].
Our research focuses on improving the performance of the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algo-
rithm which is relatively sensitive to the initial proposal distribution. It is because of this sensitivity
that researchers sometimes opt to use alternative MCMC algorithms, such as Gibbs sampling [83].
Our proposed method is a variation on the idea of using suboptimal inference and learning al-
gorithms to generate data-driven proposal distributions for the MH algorithm [6]. An alternate
approach for creating MCMC proposal distributions was introduced by Eaton and Murphy [72]
who employed dynamic programming to create a proposal distribution for MCMC in the space of
directed acyclic graphs. They showed that this hybrid technique converges to the posterior faster
than other methods, resulting in more accurate structure learning of graphical models and higher
predictive likelihoods on test data.
De Freitas et al. [60] introduced two different methods to overcome the problem of finding
a good proposal distribution. In the first approach, a mixture of two kernels is used to drive the
search process: 1) a variational kernel to broadly explore the problem domain and locate regions
of high-probability and 2) a Metropolis kernel to explore the local regions. One drawback with
this method is that finding a good variational kernel can be difficult to do.
To combat this issue, the authors proposed a second technique called adaptive MCMC in
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which the proposal distribution is updated at run-time based on the behavior of Markov chain; here,
we benchmark our proposed method against adaptive MCMC. Our approach solves the problem of
identifying a good proposal distribution for MCMC by constructing one from samples generated by
our agent-based model. Adaptive methods generally seek to construct a better proposal distribution
by combining stochastic approximation and MCMC [7]. One issue with this class of adaptive
techniques is that they often rely on certain mathematical assumptions being valid, and thus can
only be used in a limited set of conditions unlike our technique.
3.3 Category Theory
In this dissertation, we attempt to relate agent-based modeling and Markov Chain Monte
Carlo, as two families of modeling methods, using the abstraction language of category theory
(CT). Category theory has been successfully used in several branches of mathematics, including
geometry, algebra, and logic [34, 122]. But CT can also be used by researchers to describe physical
and social systems. A historical review of CT applied to physics abstractions can be found in [17].
Coecke [50] asserts that category theory should become part of the daily practice of the physicist.
Recently, Sallach [147] illustrated the benefits of categorical analysis within the social sciences
by using CT to explicate several well known social theories. For instance, he shows how the
equivalence and duality relations (structures in CT) can be used to explain Pareto’s theory of the
circulation of elites.
There has been some use of category theory within software engineering in which CT is
used as alternate formal specification language. For example, in [145] Reynolds describes how the
concepts of category theory can guide the design of a programming language to avoid anomalies in
the interaction of implicit conversions and generic operators. The rigorous mathematical formalism
of CT can empower software developers to reason about structures within their code [143]. In
addition, it provides an exact notion of modularity and composition. Another major application
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area of category theory within computer science is data analysis. As an example, Kokar et al. [111]
formally defines information fusion in category theory, and then shows how one can carry out
formal reasoning about information fusion systems. Within machine learning, specific categorical
constructs were applied to determine neural structures for the re-design of a neural network [95].
By using ideas from category theory, our aim is twofold: 1) to use category theory to provide
a formal representation for our ABMs and 2) to use the mapping between multiple models to
motivate the development of new hybrid modeling techniques.
3.4 Norms
Norms are an important key to understanding the function of human groups, teams, and
communities; they are a ubiquitous but invisible force governing many human behaviors. Bicchieri
describes human norms as: “the language a society speaks, the embodiments of its values and
collective desires, the secure guide in the uncertain lands we all traverse, the common practices
that hold human groups together.” [30]
Norms have been studied in different fields, including sociology, psychology, biology and
philosophy. In the computer science community norms are mostly used to organize the relations
of agents and developing societies of agents. Some of the basic definitions of normative systems
were presented in Section 2.4.
In this section, an overview of the process of creating social systems with normative agents
will be provided, before describing the related work on smoking cessation. Various stages are in-
troduced as elements of the norm life-cycle including creation, identification, spreading, recogni-
tion, enforcement, acceptance, modification, internalization, emergence, forgetting, and evolution.
Here, we will focus on the more important elements and introduce some of the key related work.
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3.4.1 Norm Recognition
As introduced in Section 2.4, norm recognition refers to the ability of an agent to infer
regulatory standards, conventions and norms of a society via observation and interaction with
individuals [120]. Based on this definition, recognition is considered as the opposite to imitation
as two major techniques toward norm emergence.
It is worth noting that some references refer to an earlier stage before recognition is intro-
duced as norm creation. This refers to how the norm starts to develop from its very beginning.
In [148] three ways for norm creation are presented: offline design, leader agent initiation, and
entrepreneur agent initiation.
Similar to the norm creation stage, another stage can be studied which has a direct relation
with norm recognition, namely norm spreading or transmission. Three core components that make
this possible are: agent relationship, transmission technique, and connectivity structure [98]. These
three components mainly relate to the way that agents are connected and how they pass messages
or promote certain behaviors.
3.4.2 Norm Adoption
Norm adoption and compliance are key to the study of normative agents. The general
assumption behind norm adoption is that an agent will adopt another agent’s goal, on the con-
dition that the adopter comes to believe that the achievement of the adoptee’s goal will increase
its chances of achieving a previous held goal [10]. Castelfranchi describes two types of norm
adoption: 1) instrumental, in which agents are motivated to obey a norm that benefits them and
2) terminal, which implies that the agents do not have any other choice other than following the
norms [43].
Norm adoption can be illustrated with the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma by dividing agents
into one or more groups and assigning an IPD strategy. The agents play against one another until
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one strategy appears to be stable. Then, a different strategy can be introduced into the stable system
before play resumes [98].
3.4.3 Norm Compliance
Norm compliance usually refers to the process by which a normative belief becomes a nor-
mative goal [43]. Four types of theories are introduced in [10] for implementing norm compliance:
1) agents follow norms because it is individually rational. Agents comply with norms when the
costs of violation exceed the costs of compliance. 2) Agents’ choice is dependent upon what the
other individuals do (empirical expectations), and upon what the others expect should or ought
to be done (normative expectation). This is often referred as social conformity. 3) Agents show
normative behavior automatically and without any deliberation about which action they should
choose. 4) Norms are internalized within agents’ minds through the internalization process. In this
case, compliance is seen as a product of internal sanctions that agents impose upon themselves.
Note that adoption is not synonymous with compliance in norms. An agent may adopt to a
norm but choose to violate that norm later. For instance, agent transgressions can occur when the
expected rewards obtained with detection surpass the expected rewards obtained by being norm-
compliant [78].
3.4.4 Norm Enforcement
The existence of norm conflicts raises the possibility of norm violations. In normative
studies, two types of approaches are generally employed to handle violations: punishments and
sanctions. Punishment is usually performed by imposing some type of cost on agents. On the other
hand, punishments when the economic incentive is combined with the communication of normative
information about the prescribed conduct are more effective [12]. This type of punishments is
usually referred as sanctions. As Villatoro et al. report, sanction is more effective and less costly
than punishment in the achievement and maintenance of cooperation, and it makes the population
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more resilient to sudden changes than if it were enforced only by mere punishment [163]. Norm
enforcement is sometimes implemented through reputation as well [92].
A closely related idea which is frequently referred in normative studies is deterrence. De-
terrence is usually implemented based on theories of crime. For instance, a distributed mechanism
is proposed in [62] to enforce norms by ostracizing agents (as a deterrent) that do not abide by
them.
As Andrighetto et al. points out, norms may be conditioned on a variety of factors including
spatial, temporal, cultural and social circumstances [12]. Norm violation is the byproduct of having
a flexible norm system. In a hard-wired system in which the norms are fixed and the agents must
comply, it is impossible to have violation and conflicts. Accordingly, various conflict resolution
techniques have been used in the literature. Some of these methods are similar to the techniques
used in general multi-agent systems, but many are specific to normative domains. For instance, a
meta-norm usually refers to a higher level norm that agents consult in case of conflicts. A meta-
norm can be as simple as selecting a norm at random when a conflict occurs or can be a much
more complex resolution procedure. Norm conflict can be also dealt with using argumentation-
based approaches [135].
3.4.5 Norm Emergence
A fundamental research question is how norms emerge in social systems. Norm emergence
is usually defined as a stage during which a certain portion of agents has accepted a norm and
follow it. Some of the existing techniques for norm emergence are based on game-theoretical
ideas. These techniques are similar to the algorithms that implement coordination or cooperation
in agent societies. In these domains the assumption is that cooperation or coordination emerges
when a sufficient number of agents play the same strategy. For example, one approach is to model
this phenomenon through the use of learner agents that adapt their behavior based on sanctions and
rewards. Sen and Airiau’s work [155] in this area, in which agent interactions are modeled using
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payoff matrices, inspired much subsequent research on norm emergence through social learning in
agent societies. A recent extension which adds network structure to the social system is described
in [172].
3.4.6 Existing Normative Architectures
Various normative architectures are presented by researchers for different purposes. Some
of these architectures will be introduced here, and some of them will be introduced in Section 3.5.
One of the pioneering architectures in area of normative multi-agent systems was the de-
liberative normative agents architecture [44]. According to this architecture, violating norms can
be considered as acceptable as following them. Agents deliberate about the norms that are explic-
itly implemented in the model. Also, agents use the norms to change their goals, and later their
plans. A different approach to normative reasoning, a norm-oriented agent, is presented in [137];
this agent takes into consideration operationalized norms during the plan generation phase, using
them as guidelines to decide the agent’s future action path. Also in [117] a normative architecture
is proposed for self-interested agents allowing them to perform a type of normative reasoning to
evaluate the positive or negative effects of these norms on their goals.
Boella and van der Torre [31] presented the idea of having two major components in a
normative multi-agent system. The first part relates to the agents that should behave based on
the current norms. These agents are called defenders. The second part is related to the agents
that monitor the behaviors of other agents and sanction violators, who can also change norms as
needed. The authors also show that these two parts could be implemented on the same set of
agents; meaning that agents can simultaneously serve as defenders and controllers.
These authors later extend their work by adding logical components to their model [32].
They show how the architectural approach can be used to develop a logic of a normative system
based on logics of counts-as1 conditionals, institutional constraints, obligations and permissions.
1Counts-as relation expresses the fact that a state of affairs or an action of an agent “is a sufficient condition to
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Counts-as conditionals and institutional constraints are defined as a pre-processing step for the
regulative norms. In this work, permissions are defined as exceptions to obligations and their
interaction is characterized.
Logical representation of norms have been used in other works too. Garcia et al. [81]
proposed means to specify and explicitly manage the normative positions of agents (permissions,
prohibitions and obligations), with which distinct deontic notions and their relationships can be
captured. The rule-based formalism they present includes constraints for expressiveness and pre-
cision and allows the norm-oriented programming of electronic institutions: normative aspects are
given a precise computational interpretation. Another architecture that uses logical representation
is presented by Sadri et al. [146]. The logical model of agency known as the KGP model was ex-
tended in this work, to support agents with normative concepts, based on the roles an agent plays
and the obligations and prohibitions that result from playing these roles.
Focusing on cognitive abilities of agents, the emergence of norms is viewed as intrinsically
intertwined with the emergence of normative beliefs in [53]. The process of emergence is seen
as a non-continuous phenomenon. Here, a given behavioral regularity is argued to give rise to a
normative belief as long as that regularity is believed to be prescribed within the community. The
spreading of norms is not only due to a passive behavioral social influence (imitation) but also to an
active cognitive one (the spreading of normative wants and beliefs). Also a norm is not necessarily
explicitly and deliberately issued by some normative authority, but is grounded upon the norm-
addressees’ beliefs that they are generally prescribed to comply with it. This architecture later
led to the design of the EMIL architecture. The EMIL architecture is one of the most elaborate
normative architectures described in the literature. This architecture is introduced in [9] as well
as other publications. This architecture defines two sets of components for each agent: 1) Epis-
temic, which is responsible for recognizing norms, and 2) Pragmatic, which is responsible for the
guarantee that the institution creates some (usually normative) state of affairs.” [104]”
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agent’s behavior based on the normative representation. The architecture has been applied to some
abstract scenarios (without usage of real data) including modeling traffic, simulating conflicts in
Wikipedia, and modeling financial decisions [11]. Using the EMIL architecture in real scenarios
can be challenging due to the elaborate design of its cognitive mechanisms.
Many existing normative architectures are based on the BDI (belief, desire and intention)
structure. These architectures are usually extensions to the BDI structure. Probably one of the
best examples of such architectures is the BOID architecture [35]. BOID extends the classic BDI
approach to include the notion of obligation. As another example, a combined approach to identify
objectives for an architecture for self-regulating agents is proposed in [37]. Here, authors assess
how changes on the inter-agent level affect the intra-agent level and how a generic BDI architecture
IRMA can be adapted for self-regulation. A complete survey of normative architectures including
a detailed classification of them can be found in [131].
3.5 Two Lines of Research on Normative Models
The following sections present an overview of cognitive (internal) and interaction (exter-
nal) normative systems. These two lines of research on normative systems are mentioned in many
references. For instance, Neumann [11] distinguishes between these two categories as being di-
vided into models that are inspired by the conceptual terminology of game theory and models that
are based on architectures of cognitive agents with some roots in artificial intelligence. Neumann
notes that the main deficit of both approaches is a lack of a dynamics to describe interactions
between cognitively rich mental objects. While game theoretic models are dynamic, norms are
typically regarded as merely the aggregated product of individual interactions. Thus they lack the
concept of mental objects. Cognitive models on the other hand, include mental objects, however,
these objects are static and have a limited concept of normative obligations.
Similarly, two approaches based on rational choice theory were introduced in [77]: 1)
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methods that focus on the individualism aspect of agents’ design and 2) approaches based on
strategic interaction games. In this work, it’s also noted that both rational choice theory and game
theory are excellent raw material for agent-based models. Both propose an individual decision
mechanism in the form of a utility calculation, thus providing the micro-level for an agent-based
model. Iterations of many agents executing their rational or strategic decisions lead to macro-
phenomena such as conventions or norms. As these iterations are too complicated or complex to
execute on paper, agent-based models can provide a ‘laboratory’ in which to conduct experiments.
Savarimuthu and Cranefield [148] refer to these two categories of approaches for designing
normative architectures: philosophy of law (prescriptive approach) and conventionalistic approach
(emergence approach) [53]. Based on these two perspectives, research in normative multi-agent
systems can be divided into two categories. The first category deals with normative architectures,
representation of norms, adhering to norms and the related reward or sanction measures. The
second category focuses on the emergence of norms.
Moreover, acquiring norms through a social learning process when an agent interacts with
its environment, is one way of implementing norms [98]. In sociology, this process is known as
socialization; in anthropology it is called enculturation. The other way is when norms are socially
enforced through external sanctions or other measures until they become internalized by an agent.
Once internalized, norms are enforced primarily through internal mechanisms.
3.5.1 Cognition-based Approaches
These methods provide high-fidelity models of the cognitive aspects of normative behavior,
while focusing on the internal part of the norm lifecycle [76]. In comparison with the interaction-
based models described in next section, this category relies less on the use of reward and punish-
ment to motivate norm adoption, moving beyond the carrot and stick approach [13]. For instance,
the EMIL architecture includes a dynamic cognitive model of norm emergence and innovation [52].
The main disadvantage of EMIL is that the agents obey all recognized norms blindly without con-
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sidering their own motivations [57]. However, these architectures can model norm internalization
in which agents manifest behaviors, not because of existing rewards or punishments in the envi-
ronment, but as a personal objective [14].
Norm internalization is sometimes implemented via emotions [56] and is very closely re-
lated to deliberation. Dignum et al. (2000) presented an architecture that allows agents to use
deliberation to decide when to follow or violate norms [66]. The agent generates behavior by
creating and selecting goals on the basis of beliefs and norms, before choosing actions and plans
according to the selected goals. The deliberation can also be implemented with a modified BDI
interpreter loop that takes norms and obligations into account [66]. A weakness with these models
is that they devote less attention to norm emergence at the population level.
Like our proposed CSL architecture, several existing normative architectures also use BDI
reasoning as a core component. For instance, the BOID architecture [35] adds the notion of obliga-
tion as a fourth element to the original belief, desire and intention model. Normative BDI [55] ex-
tends the multi-context BDI architecture [156] which includes two new functional contexts (plan-
ner and communication) to support normative reasoning with additional contexts (recognition and
normative).
3.5.2 Interaction-based Approaches
Interaction-based approaches create agent models that can detect norms from what they
observe in the environment and their interactions with other agents. Often the agents are equipped
with the ability to learn from experience, and interactions among agents are modeled as repeated
games with payoff matrices. The simplest interaction approach is to imitate other agents in the
environment—“while in Rome, do as the Romans do.” For instance, Andrighetto et al. (2008)
present a normative model in which the agents mimic the majority behaviors; this type of agent
is commonly referred to as a social conformer. Generally these imitation agents lack high-level
reasoning and decision making abilities.
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Social learning [155] offers a richer model of norm emergence. In social learning, agent
interactions are modeled as a staged game (the social dilemma game). A norm emerges when the
entire population’s actions converge to the same action, based on updates to the payoff matrix spec-
ifying the reward for the possible actions. Several variants of multi-agent reinforcement learning
have been demonstrated for this interaction model. However, a general concern that exists about
this family of repeated game interaction models is that 1) they do not capture many of the rich
interactions that take place in real world scenarios and 2) can fail to converge when the agents have
a large action-space [12]. In this dissertation, we show that our CSL architecture is more robust
against increases in action space size.
Although reinforcement learning is popular for interaction-based approaches, other machine-
learning/data-mining techniques have also been used. For instance, Savarimuthu et al. (2010) use
an association rule mining technique to identify obligation norms, allowing the detection of norms
through an examination of interactions among agents. These agents are able to identify conditional
norms, norms that exist when some specific criterion holds. Markov decision processes have been
used to create a reward-based model of norm compliance; transgressions occur when the expected
rewards from norm defection surpass the expected rewards obtained by being norm-compliant [78].
3.6 Tipping Point Theory
Much existing work in normative multi-agent systems explicitly or implicitly relies on
social science theories. In a recent work, some of the well-known theories of philosopher David
Hume were evaluated using an agent-based model called HUME2.0 [52]. This work demonstrates
how social justice concepts can even emerge from heterogeneous agents that are not endowed with
norm representations.
Self-determination theory is also referenced by some of the normative works. Here the
focus is on the agents’ motivation and the extent to which the motivation is intrinsic or extrin-
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sic. Neumann studied existing normative architectures to see how much they comply with self-
determination theory [132].
Practice theory is an example drawn from anthropology; this theory describes how changes
in the society are based on the interactions between the human agents and social structure. For
instance, an agent-based model for energy demand and supply social practices is presented in [19],
which shows how energy consumption norms form and evolve in urban societies.
Similar to our usage of ideas from the social networks analysis domain, a model of norm
emergence and innovation in language change is presented by Swarup et al. [158]. This work intro-
duces a model of linguistic diffusion in social networks, to analytically derive time to convergence,
and to account for the innovation phase of lexical dynamics in networks.
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CHAPTER 4: A HYBRID MODELING APPROACH FOR PARKING AND
TRAFFIC PREDICTION IN URBAN SIMULATIONS
In the first chapter which includes the main content of this dissertation, a hybrid method
of modeling will be presented. As the name of this proposed method (ABM-MCMC) implies,
it works by mixing the two classic methods of agent-based modeling and Markov Chain Monte
Carlo.
The new hybrid modeling approach leverages the strengths of two existing techniques,
agent-based modeling (ABM) and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation, for construct-
ing large-scale population models. Rather than trying to change way that these two methods work,
we show how the two methods can be mixed such that a single method that can show a better per-
formance is created. The proposed method resolves the proposal distribution difficulty that affects
the performance of most MCMC methods by using the ABM to initialize the proposal distribution.
Figure 4.1 shows an overall view of how the proposed hybrid model works.
 
ABM
MCMC
ABM 
MCMC
Figure 4.1: A schematic representation of the hybrid method: ABM-MCMC
Agent-based modeling is well suited for modeling and simulating large systems with emer-
gent interactions that are not easy to characterize analytically. However, ABMs often suffer from
the following issues:
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• Validation
• Reproduction
• Formal representation
On the other hand, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) describes a family of methods for
performing Bayesian inference through stochastic simulations of a Markov process. Unlike ABMs,
MCMC estimation is easy to describe and reproduce. However MCMC suffers from specific issues
regarding:
• Mixing problem
• Proposal distribution
Here, we modify the proposal distribution used by the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algo-
rithm. We demonstrate the benefits of the proposed method at forecasting transportation infras-
tructure utilization on the UCF campus. In the next section, details about the designed agent-based
model for simulating transportation patterns of students is presented. This agent-based model will
be used in future chapters also.
4.1 Urban Simulation
In this section, we describe the development process for our activity-based microsimu-
lation, including the agent-based model, survey data collection, activity profile generation, path
planning, and simulation system; see [24] for additional details on the data collection and model
fitting procedures. For our urban region, we selected the University of Central Florida main cam-
pus, which is one the largest academic institutions in the US with almost 59,000 students and
10,567 staff. It is adjacent to the Central Florida Research Park which is home to 116 companies
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with approximately 9,500 employees. The presence of nearby businesses and existence of com-
muters traveling between multiple UCF campuses give rise to a social system with a diverse and
complex set of transportation patterns.
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Figure 4.2: The map used in the simulation. Gray spots are buildings, bla k lines show the campus
roads, and yellow lines ind cate the walkways. Parking lots are marked in green (student), blue
(staff), and red (faculty).
4.1.1 Data Collection
To simplify the data collection process, our initial study focused solely on modeling student
transportation, dining, and building occupancy patterns. 1003 students responded to our online sur-
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vey posted on KwikSurveys which was advertised on various campus email lists. The questions
on the survey were grouped into six different categories, related to possible places that could be
visited on the main campus:
1. Daily attendance patterns, including the days and times that the participant arrives and de-
parts the main campus
2. Initial location, either the dorm (for on-campus students) or the entrance that was used to
enter the campus (for commuting students)
3. Visitation frequency for on-campus dining locations
4. Usage patterns for recreation and athletic facilities
5. Usage of administrative and other miscellaneous locations
6. Frequency of parking lot and shuttle stop usage
For categories three through six, students were specifically queried about their visitation
frequencies. For these questions, responses included one of: never, rarely, once a month, several
times in a month, once a week, several times in a week and every day.
In addition to the survey data, our agent-based simulation used publicly available statistics
about UCF1 and the main campus building map2. A graph of the campus paths and roads was
created from the main campus building map. The set of nodes in the graph is the union of the
locations in the survey, plus the junctions between the streets and pathways. The edges of this
graph represent the roads and walkways among the nodes. The weights of the edges show the
distance between the connecting nodes. Each node and edge has a tag. This tag for the nodes
indicates whether they are a location of interest on the map or merely a junction. Figure 4.2 shows
a snapshot of the map, and Figure 4.3 shows the corresponding path planning graph.
1http://ikm.ucf.edu/facts-figures/
2http://map.ucf.edu/printable/
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Figure 4.3: The corresponding graph to the map in Figure 4.2. The nodes represent different
locations on campus, and the edges show the paths between them.
4.1.2 Agent-Based Model
To perform transportation forecasting on the UCF campus, we created an agent-based
model for simulating the common activities (transportation, dining, recreation, and building oc-
cupancy) performed by the 47,000 students on the main campus. This number refers to the total
number of students on the UCF main campus. Each agent in the model represents an individual
student and has a unique set of parameters that govern his/her activity profile. An agent’s defin-
ing parameters are: entrance, dormitory, department, class building, arrive, depart, lunch, dinner,
beverage, recreation and wellness, parking, shuttle, and miscellaneous. The first four parameters
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designate the single (most common) value of the agents’ entry point to the campus, housing sit-
uation, home department, and main class building. Note that we did not explicitly represent the
students’ class schedules in the model. Even though this would have improved the fidelity of the
model, we felt that addition would not generalize well to other types of urban models. Arrive
and depart are lists showing the times the agent enters the campus and leaves it. The remaining
parameters are lists of locations for the agent’s dining, recreation, and commuting. Additionally,
each parameter that includes a location has another matching parameter that shows the time or
frequency of visiting that location.
Rather than directly mapping the survey data to simulated entities that match the exact
preferences of one of the survey respondents, we attempt to learn a general model of the popula-
tion by fitting a statistical distribution to the answers of every question. For those questions that
were related to the time of visiting a location (e.g., campus arrival and departure times), a Gaus-
sian distribution was used to create a continuous distribution of arrival and departure times for
the population of agents. For those questions where the respondents provided frequencies (e.g.,
how often campus dining locations were visited), we evaluated the performance of several dis-
crete distributions and selected to the Poisson distribution as offering the best fit for most of the
questions.
After fitting the Poisson distribution on the qualitative data, a mapping function is used to
work with the values obtained. This function maps the qualitative frequencies to exact dates and
times. Each term, from rarely to everyday, is treated separately. For instance, the term rarely is
mapped to a random day in a 60 day period.
4.1.3 Activity-oriented Microsimulation
When the simulation commences, all the agents are initialized with parameters that remain
constant over the lifetime of the agent and are used to create daily activity profiles. Our simulation
is implemented in the Netlogo [168] environment.
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In this environment, time is discrete and simulated by ticks where a tick is one unit of time.
In our model, one tick represents one hour of activity in the real world. When the model starts,
each agent runs within a loop. The loop continues until the simulation is stopped. Figure 4.4
shows the runtime process by which an agent activity profile is generated. In this loop, whenever it
is determined that the agent should be somewhere on campus, it goes to the enable (visible) state,
otherwise it goes to the disable (hidden) state.
switch current-time-status:
case entrance-time
if live-off-campus then
enter-campus //go to one of the entrances
go-to-parking-or-shuttle-stop
end if
case on-campus-time
if should-go-somewhere then
go-to-destination
else
stay-at-department
end if
case return-time
if live-off-campus then
go-to-parking-or-shuttle-stop
leave-campus //go to one of the entrances
else
go-to-dorm
end if
case not-on-campus
disable
Figure 4.4: Runtime generation of agent activity profiles
Based on the agent’s parameters, the activity profile generator determines what should an
agent do and where should be at every time (tick). If sampling the agent’s profile indicates that
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it should be on campus, then the function compares the current time with the possible activity
times produced by the mapping function that maps frequencies from the agent’s distribution model
to specific times and dates. If a match is found, then the agent opts to travel to that location.
Otherwise, the agent remains at its department as its default place. On the other hand, if the profile
generator determines that the agent shouldn’t be on campus, then the agent goes to (or remains in)
the disabled state.
Table 4.1: The parameter settings of ABM experiments
Parameter Value
Agents 47,000
Days 100
Time Range 07:00 - 24:00
Various constraints are checked before an agent decides to go to a place. These constraints
ensure the consistency of the whole model with the real world facts. The main consistency checks
are summarized below:
• daily schedule: whenever an agent’s model generates a date and time for visiting a location
on campus, it checks the agent’s arrival and departure times for that day. Campus activities
that fall outside those boundaries are eliminated.
• activity overlap: whenever the agent’s model generates trips that overlap in time, requiring
the agent to be in multiple places at once, one of the overlapping tasks is shifted to a later
time.
• campus constraints: known information about the operation hours of administrative of-
fices, classroom buildings, and shuttle transportation is incorporated into the simulation. If
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the agent’s model generates trips that violate the known operation hours, those trips are dis-
carded.
A shortest path graph algorithm is used to choose the path that an agent should traverse be-
tween its start and end positions. To speed-up the model, an all pairs shortest path graph algorithm
computes all of the shortest paths. A slightly modified version of Floyd-Warshall algorithm [79]
was used for this purpose. All path planning occurs at initialization; candidate paths are stored in a
look-up table to be accessed later. The time complexity of Floyd-Warshall algorithm is θ(n3). The
parameter values used for all of the experiments are listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: A flowchart showing the relationship between the various modeling methods.
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4.2 ABM-MCMC
To evaluate the performance of our hybrid model, we compared the performance of our
model against several other ABM and MCMC variants. Figure 4.5 shows the relationship between
the different methods in a schematic way. In this figure, ABM-MCMC refers to the proposed
hybrid method. In ABM-MCMC, the ABM is used to bootstrap the MCMC proposal distribu-
tion. In ABM Random, the agent-based model is initialized with a student population possessing
randomly generated, but plausible schedules. In ABM+Survey, the survey data is used to create
the distributions for generating agent activity profiles. MCMC employs the MH algorithm with a
standard proposal distribution, and in Adaptive MCMC the proposal distribution is refined during
the mixing process.
4.2.1 MCMC
To benchmark the performance of our improved hybrid MCMC model (ABM-MCMC), we
created a Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation with a standard proposal distribution (MCMC).
Our MCMC simulation uses the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. It is implemented with one of the
functions in the MATLAB Statistics toolbox (mhsample).
Rather than creating one large monolithic simulation of the entire urban system to explore a
variety of scenarios, here MCMC is used to directly forecast specific questions of interest, such as
estimating the number of cars entering the parking lots at different times of a day. One can envision
this as a two dimensional diagram with the horizontal axis corresponding to the time of a day, and
the vertical one showing the number of cars entering a specific parking lot. The survey data from
the questions about the attendance pattern and frequency of parking lot usage are used to initialize
the MCMC model. Observations for the Bayesian inference process are simply obtained based on
the results of the survey data for a simulation period of 90 days. Imagine that based on the survey
data a student respondent enters the campus everyday before 9 am, leaves at 5 pm, and reports his
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general usage of parking lot A as being at a frequency of once a week. In this case, the expectation
is that the student would have occupied Lot A twelve times (90/7) during the simulation period, so
a corresponding number of samples tagged with the reported time range are produced and added
to the input observation data.
Table 4.2 shows the parameter settings for MCMC used in the experiments. The burn-in
value refers to the number of values that are discarded before the actual samples for the Markov
chain are generated. In order to remove the correlation between the nearby samples, sometimes the
samples are not gathered sequentially. The number of samples that are thrown away determines the
omission rate. Here, two out of three samples are omitted. The last parameter in the table shows
the number of Markov chains that are created.
Table 4.2: The parameter settings for MCMC
Parameter α Burn-in Omission Rate Chains
Value [1 1 1] 1e+ 4 2 of 3 2
4.2.2 ABM-MCMC
Similar to the notation that is used in [16], we can describe the relationship between the
ABM and MCMC models mathematically. The state of each agent i in the agent-based model can
be denoted by the vector xi ∈ Xi that can assume values in the range Xi ⊆ <ni . The state space of
the whole population can be designated as: X = X1 ×X2 × · · · ×Xn, and the state of the model
at time t as x(t) ≡ (x1(t), x2(t), ..., xn(t)) ∈ X, xi ∈ Xi.
After convergence of the MCMC process, the following condition will hold: x(t) ' x(t+
1). Here, X can be designed to be same as the variable whose distribution we are seeking using
MCMC. The intuition is that the world state, X , assumes the shape of target distribution. By
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designing an appropriate agent-based model, this variable will be close to the sought-after target
distribution.
While we have enough samples from a variable x, it is easy to compute its probability
distribution function (PDF). In this case, the samples drawn from the agent-based model are used
to determine the pdf of the proposal distribution. In our experiments, we assign a probability
value to each point x proportional to its number of occurrences in the population domain of the
agent-based model: q(α) = P (xi = α).
In our proposed unification of ABM of MCMC, the input proposal distribution, q(x), for
MCMC is derived using the above assumptions. The samples that are produced by the ABM
can be used to construct the proposal distribution in the MCMC. It is worth noting that there are
other non-mathematical alternatives for combining the two methods. For instance, it would be
straightforward to simply directly use MCMC as an embedded component to model regions of the
simulation where the total occupancy is of more interest than the exact agent position.
In case of our case study, the final goal of the campus modeling problem was to reach to
a model describing the transformation patterns of students. Accordingly, the desired distribution
should represent the time and location of students. This information was retrieved from the agent-
based model by recording the x and y coordinates of agents at each hour (tick) for 90 days. A
Dirichlet distribution, is used as the unnormalized distribution, pi(x). The general PDF of the
Dirichlet distribution can be expressed as:
f(x1, ..., xk−1;α1, ..., αk) =
1
B(α)
i=1∏
K
xαi−1i
Three variables, x, y and time, form the three dimensional support of the applied Dirichlet dis-
tribution used by our model. Hence, k in above formula is equal to three, and x1, x2 and x3
correspond to x, y and time. The α values are simply assumed to be equal to one. The proposal
probability of each vector, containing x, y and time values, is equal to the number of times the
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vector exists in the dataset divided by the total number of records, under the assumption that the
agent-based model has produced evenly distributed samples from the population domain. The
MCmultinomdirichlet function in R is used to implement the proposed method; this func-
tion generates a sample from the posterior distribution of a multinomial likelihood with a Dirichlet
prior.
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Figure 4.6: The absolute difference (plotted on a log scale) between the average occupancy per-
centage of the campus parking lots (shown on the horizontal axis) as predicted by different model-
ing methods compared to the UCF Parking Services data. Our proposed method (ABM-MCMC),
shown at the far right, yields consistently better estimates of parking lot utilization with a close to
zero absolute difference.
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4.2.3 Adaptive MCMC
We benchmark our proposed hybrid method against a technique known as adaptive MCMC
[60] in which the proposal distribution is updated at run-time based on the behavior of Markov
Chain. For this method, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm from the MCMC toolbox for MAT-
LAB [112] was used. Our MCMC model assumes the unnormalized distribution is of the form of
a Poisson distribution, the same as our ABM model. For the proposal distribution, a Gaussian is
used. The MCMC attempts to find the most likely value of the the mean of the Poisson distribution
(λ in λ
xe−λ
x!
).
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Figure 4.7: The standard deviation of predicted values for parking usage, obtained by the agent-
based model (ABM+Survey) and the proposed hybrid approach (ABM-MCMC) for 20 separate
runs. The proposed method yields a reduction in prediction variance.
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4.3 Results
To evaluate the performance of the agent-based model under different initialization condi-
tions, we examined the transportation forecasts produced by the simulation, both through visual-
ization and by comparing the predictions against a dataset collected by the UCF Parking Services
office. The occupancy percentage of UCF student parking garages (shown on the horizontal axis)
predicted by every modeling method is compared. Figures 4.6a to 4.6c show the absolute dif-
ferences between the forecasts for each modeling technique and the parking service data (closer
to zero is better). Note that our hybrid method (shown at the far right) consistently produces the
best estimates, improving upon both its parent techniques. The stability of results obtained by
different modeling methods is a concern; in many agent-based models, small changes in initial
conditions can result in large changes in the final prediction. Figure 4.7 shows the standard devia-
tions obtained from 20 runs of the ABM+Survey and the proposed ABM-MCMC methods. Note
that using the MCMC estimator reduces the variance of the raw ABM model, resulting in more
consistent predictions.
The agent-based portion of our model can be used to create useful visualizations to provide
intuitions about the students’ transportation patterns. One of the common questions often asked by
policy makers is the density of humans at various locations [59]. Figure 4.8 shows the probability
of being in a location on campus for the students at large. In this figure darker circles show more
populated areas. In addition to the spots and buildings on campus, the traffic on the streets and
walkaways can be also predicted by our method. Some obvious facts that can be easily verified by a
domain expert are also observed in this set of results. For instance, as on most university campuses,
the student union is the most frequently visited place since it is the venue for most events and many
dining locations. The wide drivable boulevard that surrounds the campus dominates the road usage
as it is the only way that can be used by cars and shuttles to reach most points on campus.
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(a) Student location (b) Average traffic
Figure 4.8: Visualizations produced by our agent-based modeling system of the probability of a
student being at a certain location (left) and the average traffic passing the streets and walkways on
the campus (right)
4.4 Conclusion
Hybrid models are a powerful strategy for reconciling the predictions of multiple models to
present a unified picture to policy makers, while retaining the diversity and flexibility of multiple
approaches. This chapter introduces a new hybrid modeling method for combining agent-based
models with MCMC. We demonstrate that the proposed method for initializing the MCMC pro-
posal distribution with ABM data significantly reduces the prediction error over standard MCMC
and also improves upon the ABM alone. We hypothesize that the combined ABM-MCMC finds a
more general model of the the posterior distribution than the ABM alone. Although agent-based
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models are often difficult to formally specify and reproduce exactly, the contribution of the ABM
can be entirely quantified by the single proposal distribution, which makes it possible to reproduce
the results without replicating the entire ABM. In a case study, we demonstrate that our method
can be used to accurately model and forecasting transportation patterns in a large urban area.
One simple improvement that we are planning to make in the future is to add faculty/staff
into our simulation; this was not a priority initially since previous work has shown that faculty/staff
activity profiles have a much lower entropy and are inherently easier to predict than student pro-
files [70]. Supplementing the simulation with additional information about semester class schedul-
ing is likely to yield the largest forecasting improvement at the cost of making the simulation less
applicable to other urban modeling problems. A large amount of class attendance and scheduling
information is collected by the university and could be added to the simulation without requiring
additional survey efforts.
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYZING AGENT-BASED MODELS USING
CATEGORY THEORY
In the previous chapter, we introduce ABM-MCMC as a new hybrid method that can
achieve a better performance in comparison to the original methods. In this chapter, we use cat-
egory theory to illustrate why agent-based modeling and Markov Chain Monte Carlo are good
candidates for mixing. It is worth noting that to some extent any two (or more) modeling tech-
niques might be mixed in order to create a new hybrid method. The challenging part here is to
show why it makes sense to hybridize the methods, and why the hybridized method can be a better
replacement for original methods.
The power of category theory comes from its ability of abstracting complex structures.
Rather than objects (as usual case in mathematics), in category theory the focus is on relations.
Accordingly, most of definitions in category theory are related to various relations that objects or
even the relation could have. The idea here also is based on this property of category theory. First,
how these two methods can be presented in categorical language will be discussed. Then using
one of the structures available in category theory, the relation between these two methods will
be shown. At the end of this chapter, the UCF transportation modeling case study plus another
marketing case study are used to show the performance of ABM-MCMC.
5.1 Applying Category Theory
To apply category theory, the first thing we need to do is to define the required categories.
We define category A as representing an arbitrary agent-based model, and category M as repre-
senting an arbitrary Markov Chain Monte Carlo model. The challenging aspect of using category
theory is often showing that the desired structures can be considered a category. In order to show
this, we need to show that these structures have all of the properties listed in the definition of a cat-
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egory. We will return to this point later in this section after introducing the elements of categories
A and M.
The approach we are going to use to describe these categories is partly based on the repre-
sentation approach described in [116]. This method was used to show the agent-based modeling
in CT language and is mainly based on ideas from inverse theory, which is the process of find-
ing the best values for the parameters associated with an assumed model based on the observed
data [108]. Inverse theory is itself an extensive and thorough theory. Here, we just need a couple
of elementary ideas from inverse theory to define the objects in our categories. The purpose of
employing ideas from inverse theory is to define formally what is meant by model and data in our
representation. The forward problem in inverse theory relates to the problem of predicting data
based on the description of the model parameters. Using elements from category theory language,
the forward function can be represented by a morphism from object M to object D as follows:
F : M −→ D (5.1)
Similarly, the inverse problem can move from data to model, as shown here:
F ′ : D −→M (5.2)
Additionally, another object namely the universal object, U , can be defined. This object
refers to all of the existing information about the system. Some portion of this information is
assumed to be known through available data, and the rest will be (partially or totally) produced
through the modeling technique (e.g., ABM or MCMC).
The process of moving from model to data or from data to model can be also studied on
a Bayesian basis. Hence, two new objects related to the conditional probability of objects M and
D can be added to the objects defined so far: M |D and D|M . M |D (model given data) refers to
the addition of data to the model, or the situation of inferring the model from data, and D|M (data
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given model) represents the opposite process.
Figure 5.1: The proposed categorical representation for an arbitrary ABM or MCMC model
Figure 5.2: There is a unique mapping between the object model, M , and each object correspond-
ing to the different observed datasets, D1 ... Dn
The next step is to define the categorical representation of an ABM and MCMC model.
These categories are presented using the pullback structure introduced earlier, and are shown in
Figure 5.1. In this case, there is a commuting square that according to the definition of pullback
should be universal, meaning that it should be the best among all similar squares. In CT language,
this means given any other one there should be a unique morphism/factorization to M . M is the
vertex with two projections in the square. Here, any other one refers to any other square which also
has the two morphisms M |D −→ U and D|M −→ U . More exactly, this can also be imagined by
considering different observations or different sets of data. This is shown by D1 to Dn in Figure
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5.2.
The reason why a pullback was selected to present this structure is the inherent universal
property in pullback. If we assume that only one correct model exists–which in theory is a valid
assumption regarding a system–then the model exactly plays the role of an universal object in a
categorical structure. That is to say no matter which modeling technique we use, as long as the
system is the same, there exists a unique model showing the system. In terms of category theory,
universal object is the best or most efficient object, considered as a factor of other objects1. Four
types of morphisms are presented in this structure. Type f which shows the mapping from the
conditional knowledge, D|M and M |D, to the universal knowledge, U . This is shown in Figure
5.1 by f1 and f2. Type i refers to the model transition to the conditional knowledge. Type j shows
the morphisms from data (observation) to the conditional knowledge. Finally, type p shows the
unique2 morphism that should exist between data D and model M . This denotes the probabilistic
relation that exists between data and model in any Bayesian domain. In other words, if we look at
the ABM and MCMC as both sample generator techniques, the probability that is obtained by the
population of samples represents the morphism p defined between data object D and M .
Armed with these definitions, we can verify the compliance of the proposed categorical
structures with the formal definition of category in CT. The suggested structure has objects and
morphisms defined; the morphisms are associative. For simplicity, identity arrows for the objects
are not shown in the figures. Two types of composed relations could be imagined in this structure as
shown on either side of the set of equalities in Equation 5.3. In order to have associativity property,
the following equalities must hold. Since we have only one model object, these equalities exist
among the composite relations. Here, ◦ operator shows the composition of two morphisms.
1Not to be mistaken with the object U we defined for the categories. Object U , as its definition shows, just
represents the universal knowledge about the problem. It is an ordinary object in the category we defined. It does not
possess any universal property which is a separate concept.
2According to the definition of pullback, there should be a unique morphism from each object D to object M on
the corner of square.
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f1 ◦ (i1 ◦ p) = (f1 ◦ i1) ◦ p
f2 ◦ (i2 ◦ p) = (f2 ◦ i2) ◦ p (5.3)
We defined our categorical structure in such way that it could be used to describe both
methods at the same time, so no other category is required. This, by itself, shows the similarities
between these two different methods. Now, we can describe the formal relationship between the
two categories. The way that the two categories are defined allows us to observe that an adjunction
exists between the two categories A and M [25], which can be represented by the same structure
shown in Figure 5.1. This way, it is simple to see that there exists a left adjoint functor from
category A to category M, and a right adjoint functor from category M to category A. This is
shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: The adjunction between A, the category showing an arbitrary ABM, and M , the cate-
gory showing an arbitrary MCMC model
In order to show this, we need to prove that there exists a pair of functors and a pair
of natural transformations between the two categories. The first part is trivial. Since for each
object/morphism in category A, there exists a corresponding object/morphism in category M, a
functor from category A to category M exists. The same justification can be used to show that a
functor from category M to category A exists. For the second part, we can show that two natural
transformations, η and  exist. These two are shown in Equation 5.4. Showing the existence
of these two is again trivial. Since the functors essentially map the same type of objects and
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morphisms between two categories A and M , η and  exist between functors F and G.
η : 1A ⇒ GF (5.4)
 : FG⇒ 1M
One question that might come to mind is that among the four types of relations introduced
in Table 2.1, why adjunction is chosen to show the relation between categories A and M? To
answer this, we should note that in all of the other three relations some sort of ‘being the same’
exists by definition, but in adjunction, we generally do not care about being the same. Instead, we
focus on the interesting relations between the two categories. Additionally, choosing adjunction for
our purpose does not prevent the usage of other relations, and does not state that the others cannot
exist at all. What is important is that it enables us to reach to our goal, which was to formally
represent the relation among the ABM and MCMC models.
5.2 Insights from Category Theory
Thus far, we have proven that the two methods can be shown to be equal (up to natural
transformation) in terms of category theory, i.e. the weakest equality. Hence it is possible to com-
bine the two methods to produce a hybrid modeling methodology that builds on the strengths of
both models. Theoretically any two or more methods that function in a shared domain and can be
used in sequential manner could be considered as candidates for building a hybrid method. But,
the difficult part is to show why this hybrid method is valuable. Using category language, we can
evaluate the feasibility of different models for hybridization.
Our hybrid model (ABM-MCMC) uses the population of samples generated by the agent-
based model to initialize the proposal distribution for the MCMC estimator [26]. In the categorical
representation of ABM, prior knowledge (data) shown by D determines how the agent-model
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should be constructed. Then, through an iterative process the data determines the model by pro-
ducing samples while agents remain active in the system. The Bayesian approach of representing
this process helps us to understand the similarity between ABM and MCMC better. The samples
produced by the agent-based model become the data within the MCMC component. This hybrid
method is able to resolve the proposal distribution problem of MCMC methods, while possessing
greater verification possibilities than the ABM alone.
5.3 Results
In order to validate the performance of our hybrid method, two case studies are presented in
this section. The first case study is related to an urban modeling problem, which was presented in
previous chapter. Here, we report a similar set of results with slightly different settings. The second
describes a marketing scenario. In both application domains, we show that the hybrid method
(ABM-MCMC) outperforms either ABM or MCMC alone. Both agent-based models presented
here are implemented in Netlogo [168], and the MCMC component of the hybrid method is run
using the MCMCpack package in R [160]. Implementation details about these case studies are
omitted from this section since they are irrelevant to the main thrust of this chapter and can be
found in the original descriptions of the ABMs.
5.3.1 Urban Transportation Simulation
This case study extends our earlier work described in depth in Chapter 4. The aim of this
project was to model the transportation patterns of students at the University of Central Florida
(UCF). The data for this study was collected through an online survey. A detailed agent-based
model was created based on the survey data of students’ housing, dining, and transportation pref-
erences. The simulation can be used to perform analyses of traffic patterns, building occupancy
and parking usage. Here, we specifically present the results related to student parking usage for
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comparing the different models since it was possible to obtain ground truth data for this quantity
from UCF Parking Services.
For ABM-MCMC part, the data samples generated by the agent-based model showing the
location of each agent were used to initialize the proposal distribution. Additionally, in order to
test the MCMC method alone, the MCMC toolbox for MATLAB [112] was used in combination
with the original survey data. In this toolbox, the prior distribution is simply assumed to be in form
of Gaussian distribution. Figure 5.4 shows the results obtained using each of these three modeling
approaches.
Figure 5.4: The log of the difference between the number of cars predicted by each method and the
numbers from empirical data. Shorter bars show a smaller deviation between the model prediction
and the actual data. Our hybrid method, ABM-MCMC, outperforms the parent methods in all
cases.
As the figure shows, the hybrid method outperforms the original methods in terms of accu-
racy of prediction.
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Table 5.1: Accuracy of ABM-MCMC in comparison with ABM and original Bass model
Product Period of forecast ABM-MCMC R2 ABM R2 Bass R2
AC 1950-61 0.86 0.72 0.90
Bed 1950-61 0.91 0.93 0.93
Coffee 1951-61 0.77 0.74 0.69
Dryer 1950-61 0.86 0.85 0.85
Freezer 1947-61 0.64 0.60 0.47
Lawnmower 1949-61 0.93 0.93 0.89
Refrigerator 1926-40 0.63 0.61 0.76
TV 1949-61 0.13 0.19 0.07
5.3.2 Marketing Analysis
The second case study is based on an agent based model published by Rand et al. [144]
in which the agents are used to model consumer behavior. The main purpose of this work was
to simulate the famous Bass model [21] published in 1969. The authors also study the role of
different network structures on the market’s behavior. The code and detailed documentation of
the agent based model are freely available online. The Bass model describes how a population of
consumers adapt to new products. This is done by defining two type of consumers: innovators and
imitators. The behavior of the model is determined by three parameters: degree of innovation (p),
degree of imitation (q) and market size (m). The same parameters are used for both the Bass model
and the agent-based one. The R2 correlation between the empirical sale data (showing the number
of units sold each year) and results from the original Bass model, Rand’s paper, and our hybrid
method are presented in Table 5.1. The correlation value is computed using the RSQ function in
Microsoft Excel. In order to have a larger set of samples to feed the MCMC method, we ran the
agent-based model 50 times.
The hybrid method shows a slight improvement in prediction accuracy. The difference
between correlation values is not significant, due partially to the fact that the amount of available
empirical data in the Bass original paper is fairly small.
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5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we illustrate how category theory can be used to formally represent two
popular modeling techniques, agent-based models and Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation.
Abstractions from category theory can be used to relate the different models using adjunction and
form the basis for our proposed hybrid implementation of the parent models (ABM-MCMC). To
demonstrate the benefits of our hybrid model, we present two case studies, urban transportation
and consumer modeling, where ABM-MCMC outperforms the original modeling methodologies.
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CHAPTER 6: A NORMATIVE AGENT-BASED MODEL
FOR PREDICTING SMOKING CESSATION TRENDS
In this chapter, a normative model for studying smoking patterns is presented. The main
contribution of this part of the dissertation is to propose a normative architecture for a real-world
simulation problem which is complex by nature. In order to do this, it’s crucial to model the factors
that affect smoking behaviors of humans in the society of interest. These factors are categorized
and modeled in three main categories: personal, social and environmental. The same smoking
model will be used in the next chapter for evaluating our second normative architecture.
This normative architecture is then applied to the model of students at the University of
Central Florida which was fully described in Chapters 4 and 5. One of the main advantages of hav-
ing such a model of transportation patterns is the possibility of modeling social and environmental
factors in a realistic way. For instance, some social relations are directly related to being in the
same location, or getting in touch physically.
6.1 Norms and Smoking Modeling
In addition to the abstract usage of norms in normative multi-agent systems which was
introduced in Section 3.4, the role of norms in social simulations has also been widely researched.
Social control, benevolence, reciprocity, and institutions [98] are among common topics that are
studied using norms.
Outside of computer science, the social norm marketing approach has become an important
tool for public health messaging [1]. There the emphasis is on changing human social norms, rather
than computationally modeling them. These types of methods have been very successful at curbing
college drinking and substance abuse [139]. This indicates that our proposed approach of building
normative effects into our model should be highly effective, given the previously demonstrated
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relevance of norms to human smoking behavior.
Non-normative models of smoking behavior already exist; for instance, SimSmoke is one
of the widely used tobacco control policy simulations. It models the dynamics of smoking use
and smoking-attributed deaths in the society of interest, as well as the effects of policies on those
outcomes [113]. Other types of simulations have been used to model the consequences of second-
hand smoking [58]. In addition to norms, our proposed approach also simulates network effects as
was done in Beckman et al.’s study on the propagation of adolescent smoking behavior [22].
Most existing models within the medical and public health community are based on a sta-
tistical analysis of smoking data [121]. This set of methods are often specific to a certain aspect of
the problem such as modeling abstinence based on changes in brain cells. Moreover, some mod-
els based on system dynamics approaches have been used in the public health domain [161]. An
introduction to this set of techniques can be seen in [99].
The relationship between social norms and smoking behavior was examined as part of a
European Union study on the impact of cultural differences on the emergence of norms in different
countries after the commencement of anti-smoking legislation [63]. Our current ABM does not
attempt to recreate cultural effects. Rather than studying smoking cessation behavior at the macro-
scopic level, we adopt a higher fidelity approach in which the daily behavior patterns of individual
agents are simulated within an activity-oriented microsimulation.
6.2 Normative Model
To construct a normative model for a real-world scenario, we need to define both a nor-
mative architecture and the components that are used to recreate the real-world problem. The
components for the smoking scenario will be introduced in the next section. In this section, we
introduce our Lightweight Normative Architecture (LNA), and the next chapter describes the Cog-
nitive Social Learners (CSL) architecture.
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Our architecture encapsulates some of the functionality of earlier normative architectures
while remaining simple and lightweight. One oft-cited work in this area, the BOID architecture,
extends the classic BDI approach to include a fourth element—the notion of obligation [35]. The
idea of obligation was introduced into the architecture to support social commitments, such as
norms. Norms can be viewed as following a three stage lifecycle, including formation, propaga-
tion, and emergence [148]. Adding norm emergence provides scalability and flexibility to norma-
tive environments. The EMIL framework [119] was introduced after the BOID architecture and
represents the culmination of extensive research on norm emergence. Similar to BDI, EMIL uses
belief, goal, intention and action as the procedure for norm emergence. Using the EMIL architec-
ture in real scenarios can be challenging due to the elaborate design of its cognitive mechanisms,
so we propose the following simplified architecture for how norms affect smoking behavior.
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Figure 6.1: A schematic representation of our proposed architecture. The top row shows the three
stages of the normative architecture. The middle row presents the observations corresponding to
the stages within the context of the smoking scenario. The smoking norm life cycle is governed by
a parameter (smoking-value) ranging from 0 to 100. The two user-defined thresholds (bottom row)
determine 1) when an agent enters each stage and 2) what transpires.
Each agent has a personal smoking-value ranging from 0 to 100 that governs its behavior.
As shown in Figure 6.1, our architecture contains three stages: recognition, adoption and com-
pliance. In the first stage (recognition), the beliefs of an agent change and develop. During the
adoption phase, the agent commences action. Note that the general definition of adoption in nor-
mative systems is very consistent with our smoking scenario. As described in the literature, during
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the adoption phase the agent can opt to violate the norm. The equivalent violation in the smoking
scenario (recidivism) is quite common in those trying to quit. In order to quit smoking, a smoker
usually decreases the number of smoked cigarettes, which can be considered as another adoption
behavior. The compliance phase is used to simulate the situation when the agent really starts quit-
ting. These three phases also map well to the stages that are usually considered in smoking studies:
initiation, maintenance and abstinence. The next sections describe the factors considered by our
model.
6.3 Smoking Model
After introducing our normative architectures, in this section, we present the smoking
model that we specifically designed for simulating smoking behaviors of people. Our model con-
siders three sets of factors that are known to affect human smokers: personal, social, and en-
vironmental influences. Considering the complex and challenging nature of modeling smoking
behaviors, especially the addictive property of smoking, we tried to have an inclusive model that
contains as many factors as possible.
6.3.1 Personal
Our model includes a set of personal values which are specific to each person, and depend
on their personality; Dechesne et al. use a similar set of values within their model of cultural dif-
ferences that affect smoking behavior [63]. According to the sociological theory of cultural value
orientation introduced by Schwartz [153], three types of values determine cultural differences in
societies. These values are defined by three bipolar cultural dimensions that can be used to describe
possible resolutions to problems confronting societies. In our model, we adopted two of these val-
ues since the third dimension is specifically for cultural differences which are negligible for our
relatively homogeneous undergrad population. The two adopted values are described below:
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• Embeddedness vs. autonomy: This determines how much an individual’s preferences, feel-
ings, and ideas are affected by others through various relationships vs. being cultivated in-
ternally.
• Mastery vs. harmony: This refers to the dichotomy of being ambitious, daring, and self-
assertive vs. being consistent, understanding, and appreciative of the environment.
The first item is referred as individualism (ind), and the second one as achievement (ach).
The third item which is not included in our model is equality. In addition to these two personal
values drawn from Schwartz’s sociological (or anthropological) model, three other personal values
are included:
• Regret (rgt) - In our scenario, this value shows how much the individual is regretful about
smoking and is used to model the phenomenon of addiction. The role of regret in smoking
behaviors is described in [51]; it is related to their willingness to quit smoking or decrease
their tobacco usage.
• Health (hlt) - As the name implies, this value shows the extent to which a person cares about
her health, and also pays attention to medical recommendations.
• Hedonism (hdn) - The pleasure-seeking aspect of one’s personality. Health and hedonism
were also used in the EU smoking model [63].
6.3.2 Social
The second aspect of our model is used to quantify the effects of the community on the in-
dividual. To do this, we create a synthetic friendship network for our simulated community using
the method described in [165] for creating human networks that follow a power law degree distri-
bution and possess homophily, a greater number of link connections between similar nodes.1 The
1Commonly described as “birds of a feather flock together” [126]
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network generator uses link density (ld) and homophily (dh) to govern network formation. A sim-
plified version of the pseudo-code for this method is shown in Figure 7.2. For our smoking model,
three elements are defined to determine the homophily of a node: age, gender and undergraduate
major. The nodes of the graph represent the individuals (agents) in the simulation.
G = Null
repeat
sample r from uniform distribution U(0, 1)
if r ≤ ld then
randomChooseSource(G)
determineCandidateSink(dh,G)
pickSink() . based on power-law distribution
connect(source,sink)
else
add a new node to G
end if
until desired number of nodes added to the network
Figure 6.2: Synthetic friendship network generator
In order to implement the diffusion of smoking behaviors in the friendship network, a
game-theoretic approach [71] is used. Here, a simple two by two matrix is defined that contains
four different states that can occur in the smoking scenario. Table 6.1 shows this matrix. The
descriptions below the table show how the payoffs are calculated. The abbreviations on the right
side of the equations relate to being a smoker (s) or non-smoker (n).
Each individual is either a smoker or non-smoker. The payoff for each of four entries of
a node is calculated according to three factors: personal values, network neighbors, and whether
the subsequent state is similar to the current state. In order to show the tendency of people to
maintain their current state, α and β values are added to the model. These two parameters are
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constant positive values which make the value of the payoff higher for the cases that the agent
remains a smoker or non-smoker than in the cases that a state transition occurs. The final value for
the friendship element of model (frd) is calculated based on the current state of the individual and
her friends, using the payoff matrix.
Table 6.1: Payoff matrix governing the diffusion process in the friendship network. Prime (′)
means complement, which in this case is equal to: “100 -”. ind: individualism; ach: achievement;
hlt: health; hdn: hedonism
Node B
Smoker Non-smoker
Node Smoker ss+α
ss+α
sn
ns
A Non-
smoker
ns
sn
nn+β
nn+β
ss = ind′ + ach′ + hlt′ + hdn
sn = ind + ach + hlt + hdn′
ns = ind + ach + hlt′ + hdn
nn = ind′ + ach′ + hlt + hdn′
6.3.3 Environmental
The third category of factors that affect people’s smoking behavior is what they observe or
encounter in their surroundings. Four items are considered in this category: others, signs+butts,
advertisements, miscellaneous.
Others (oth) - One major factor that affects norm compliance is observing other people’s
behavior. Seeing other smokers can affect the agents’ decisions to obey policies, particularly when
complying with smoking cessation rules. Similar behaviors in humans have been shown to exist
and are usually referred to as observational learning. Various studies have shown the effect of
observation on smoking behaviors (e.g., [2]).
Signs + butts (sbt) - This item is specifically related to the effect of installed No Smoking
signs, that advise people to refrain from smoking. A key research challenge here is to simulate the
behavior of people in response to this type of notification. A recent study by Schultz et al. [152]
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on littering in public locations shows that people tend to obey installed signs when there is no trash
around the sign, but when litter exists in the vicinity, the rate of people who do not follow the signs
increases significantly. Using a similar approach, we consider signs and cigarette butts together
and model the influence of observed cigarette butts on a person’s on-campus smoking behavior.
Advertisements (adv) - Physical advertisements can also influence smoking behaviors.
These advertisements are a major part of the campus smoke-free program. This category refers to
tents, fliers, billboards, catalogs, posters and banners installed permanently in different locations
of campus.
Miscellaneous (msc) - This category encompasses all of the other factors that might influ-
ence a smoker’s decisions. One major aspect of this category is non-physical influences, especially
digital, educational, and promotional activities. Also included in this category is the role of differ-
ent cessation facilities available on campus, such as workshops and nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT).
Each of these four elements is represented in the model with values ranging from 0 to 100.
A simplified version of Q-learning is used to govern the effects of the environmental factors. As
Table 6.2 shows, when encountering an environmental factor such as a banner, the state of an
agent is defined by the current value of its personal and social elements. The agent can either be
affected by the environmental factor or disregard it. In case of the first action, the value of that
environmental factor will increase by a fixed amount, but in the second case nothing changes. The
reward that agent receives from each action is calculated based on three elements of its personal
value vector: regret, health and hedonism. The reward value falls between -1 and +1, and is
calculated using the following formula:
reward = (regret + health− 2 ∗ hedonism)/200 (6.1)
A dynamic learning schedule is utilized for the Q-learning, which results in a higher rate of learning
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at the beginning of the simulation, and a lower one afterwards.
Table 6.2: Q-learning definitions for state, actions, and rewards. If the agent does not pay attention,
it means that the agent opts to ignore a specific environmental element. Regret and health affects
the reward value positively, and hedonism affects it negatively.
States current value of personal and so-
cial elements
Actions pay attention or not
Rewards calculated based on the values of
regret, health and hedonism
The five elements introduced for the personal values, the social element, and the four en-
vironmental factor are all defined as ranging from 0 to 100. The main smoking-value (SV) is
calculated using this formula:
SV = (k1 ∗ ind′ + k2 ∗ ach′ + k3 ∗ rgt + k4 ∗ hlt′ + k5 ∗ hdn
+ k6 ∗ frd + k7 ∗ oth + k8 ∗ sbt + k9 ∗ adv + k10 ∗msc) /Σ10i=1ki (6.2)
The smoking-value (SV) falls between 0 to 100. In this formula, k1 to k10 show nine
coefficients that are assigned to the user. Prime (′) means complement, which in this case is equal
to: “100 -”. The friendship value (frd) is determined using the social model.
6.4 Agent-based Model
The original version of the agent-based model (ABM) used in this work was built to study
the transportation patterns of people and vehicles and was described in depth in Chapter 4. To
implement the smoking simulation scenario, the proposed smoking model was added to the original
ABM. Personal values were added to the set of parameters possessed by each agent in the ABM.
These values are calculated using distributions fitted to the available survey data (described in the
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next section). We added two parameters, age and gender, to each agent’s parameter set to be used
for measuring homophily in the social model. (The third one, field of study, was available in the
original version.) Each agent is initialized as a smoker or non-smoker at the start of the ABM,
based on the number of smokers in the survey data. The smoke-free campus policy is assumed to
be in effect immediately after the start of the simulation.
Figure 6.3: Screenshot of the agent-based model. The advertisements (orange pentagons) and
no-smoking signs (red triangles) are shown on the map.
6.4.1 Data
Our agent based model uses data from three surveys of UCF students. In Spring 2012,
we did an online survey of 1003 students to collect the data used to model campus transportation
patterns. The other two surveys were conducted by Health Services; one of them was done in
Fall 2011, before the smoke-free policy was instituted, and the second in Fall 2012, at the end
of the first year of the smoke-free campus. Both of these surveys were performed as part of the
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annual university ACHA-NCHA reporting process. The student answers to five questions in the
first survey were used to determine the numerical values for the five personal values introduced in
Section 6.3.1. The personal values and corresponding survey questions are:
• Individualism - Do you think breathing smoke-free air on campus is a right?
• Hedonism - Do you think smokers have the right to smoke on campus?
• Achievement - Would you feel comfortable asking someone to put out their cigarette?
• Health - Would a smoke-free campus policy make campus healthier?
• Regret - If you smoke, are you interested in attending a smoking cessation program?
Having a detailed transportation model facilitates implementing the environmental aspects
of the proposed smoking model in high fidelity. The assumption is that each smoker agent smokes
an average of 15 (for men) and 10 (for women) cigarettes per day. These numbers are based on
the reported statistics in [38]. The effect of observing others smoking on campus is incrementally
aggregated for each agent through the described reinforcement learning algorithm. The observation
occurs whenever an agent is close to an agent that is smoking at the same time.
The exact location of no-smoking signs and physical advertisements are defined in the
campus map used in the ABM. Based on our observational study of the campus, cigarette butt
locations are marked near the large college buildings, but not general buildings like the student
union and library. This trend might occur because of the frequent cleaning of these areas, or the
tendency of people to avoid smoking in heavily crowded areas. While the agent moves around
campus, it passes physical advertisements. Similar to observing others smoking, every encounter
with an advertisement increases its effectiveness.
Figure 6.3 shows the user interface of the agent-based model. In this figure, the location
of buildings, routes and also the advertisements can be seen. The last item of the environmental
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model (misc factors) is implemented by a random value that represents the aggregation of all other
factors.
The questionnaire was designed using a Likert scale. The personal values in our work were
matched to questions after the survey was conducted, and normal distributions fitted to the data
were used to initialize the agents’ personal values in the ABM. The university administration used
the answers to the following three questions to determine the success of the smoke-free campus
policy. In our work, the answers to the first and last question were used to show the accuracy of
the proposed model. These three questions are:
• Do you support the campus smoke-free policy?
• Do you smoke?
• Are you likely to take smoking cessation classes?
The other data used to implement the model, including the location of advertisements and
installed no-smoking signs, was obtained from campus sources.
6.5 Results
Validation is a major challenge while evaluating ABMs—how to show that the model
matches reality. One approach is to evaluate the model by comparing the statistics obtained from
the model with other sources of data as indicators of ground truth. Here, the data obtained from
the second and third questions of the survey described in the previous section is used to evaluate
the model. These two questions show the percentage of smokers among the students, and also the
percentage of those who are willing to attend smoke cessation workshops.
The ABM is initialized with the same number of smokers and people willing to partici-
pate in smoking cessation classes as indicated in the survey data2. According to the definition
2Since the total number of students is known, the percentage values also determine the numbers, hence we use the
terms interchangeably.
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presented in Section 6.2, a smoker is an agent whose smoking-value, (sv), is below the quitting
threshold. Similarly, we use the middle part of the proposed smoking-value range to identify an
agent who is willing to attend smoking classes. An agent who is willing to participate in classes has
a smoking-value between the two proposed thresholds. The assumption is that the adoption phase
in the proposed architecture shows the situation where the agent has not reached the compliance
phase. So, assuming that an agent in the compliance mode is willing to attend smoking classes is
consistent with the proposed architecture, because attending class is not a clear quitting task, but
is a behavior toward quitting (the action phase).
Table 6.3 shows the parameters that are used in the experiments to determine the smoking
range. As the table shows, the value 50 is used for the first threshold and 90 for the second threshold
shown in Figure 6.1. In our experiments, the values for the coefficients k3, k4 and k5 in equation
6.2 were 3, 3 and 2. The other coefficients were equal to 1. For the network generation part, the
values for the link density, ld, and homophily, dh, were 0.40 and 0.66.
Table 6.3: Experimental settings for smoking-value (sv)
Agent State Range
Non-smoker 90–100
Willing to participate in classes 50–90
Using these assumptions, we ran our agent-based simulation for a period of a year from
Fall 2011 to Fall 2012. In these experiments, we initialized the simulation with the same number
of smokers and students willing to go to the classes as the initial survey data, and then compare
the numbers obtained from the simulation with the final survey data. During this period, the agents
commute to campus and follow schedules governed by the transportation model. The proposed
smoking model simulates the smoking behavior of students during the year of study. The average
results of ten runs of the model are reported in Figure 6.4. The figure also shows the corresponding
statistics obtained from the conducted surveys. The two measures shown here are the percentage of
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smoker students and the percentage of smoker students who are willing to attend smoking cessation
classes. As the figure shows, the model’s results are very close to the reported statistics.
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Figure 6.4: Left: the percentage of smokers in Fall 2012. Right: the percentage of students willing
to participate in smoke cessation classes. The grey columns show the reported percentages based
on the survey data, and the blue ones show the percentages predicted by our model.
After evaluating the complete model, we also study ablated versions of the model that lack
one of the three elements (social, environmental, or personal). The results for alternate months
during the year of simulation are reported in Figure 6.5. The reported results are, again, averaged
over ten runs, and in all cases the initialization configuration is based on the survey data. In Figures
6.5a and 6.5b the left red star shows the starting value which is the empirically measured value,
and is the same for all four experiments. Without the personal and environmental components,
the model tends to underestimate results in comparison to the final empirical results. Without the
social part, the model overestimates smoking behavior. Based on the size of differences between
the empirical results and the other experiments, it can be concluded that the personal value is the
major predictor in determining smoking behaviors. Environmental factors had the lowest impact
on predicting smoking behavior.
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Figure 6.5: The percentage of smoker students (a), and those who are willing to attend smoking
classes (b) during the one year simulation period. The numbers from the survey data are marked
by the red star icons at the beginning and end of the simulation period. The figure shows the
predictions of the proposed model (complete), the model without the personal values, without the
social aspect, and without environmental influence. There is a close match between the predicted
values of the complete model and the survey data.
6.6 Conclusion
Despite the fact that normative agent architectures have improved significantly during re-
cent years, implementation of normative models for large, complex real-world problems has been
lacking. Most existing theories and architectures have been evaluated either on artificial scenarios
or on small real-world problems. In this chapter, we presented our lightweight normative architec-
ture (LNA) that can be initialized using survey data to model real-world scenarios and demonstrate
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its usage in modeling the impact of smoking cessation policies on a large university campus. We
believe that our model could also be utilized (with some modifications) for similar public-policy
problems in human societies.
UCF Health Services plans to promote the importance of encouraging other community
members to refrain from smoking on campus. One of the measures used by the university policy
makers to demonstrate the success of the smoke-free campus program was demonstrating increases
in the percentage of people who feel comfortable enough to ask others to extinguish their cigarettes.
Another aim is to increase the awareness of non-smoker students about the harmful effects of
second-hand smoking.
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CHAPTER 7: MODELING NORM EMERGENCE WITH THE
COGNITIVE SOCIAL LEARNER ARCHITECTURE
Our Lightweight Normative Architecture (LNA), which was presented in detail in last chap-
ter, models the impact of personal, social, and environmental factors on recognition, adoption, and
compliance with campus smoking norms. When initialized with student survey data, it accurately
predicts trends in smoking reduction over a one year timeframe.
One weakness with LNA is that it has a relatively simple internal model of the human
decision-making process. To address this issue, we created a general normative architecture, Cog-
nitive Social Learners (CSL) [23], that is capable of reasoning about any social norm. CSL pro-
vides a computational mechanism for transitioning behaviors learned during repeated social in-
teractions into the agent’s internal cognitive model of preexisting beliefs, desires, and intentions.
By incorporating a more complex normative reasoning model, CSL can not only predict smok-
ing trends but also accurately forecasts population-level perception on the social acceptability of
smoking.
The first steps toward a new normative architecture that can be used for simulating real-
world normative behaviors in human societies are presented in this chapter. Based on what was
discussed in Section 3.5, two lines of research can be observed in the literature of normative archi-
tectures. While the focus is mainly on cognitive aspects of norm formation of agents in the first
group, the other group focuses on the social and environmental aspects of agent relations. The
proposed architecture in this chapter, CSL, tries to include the insights from both of these groups,
and build a unique architecture.
Human behaviors such as jaywalking and littering are known to be contagious, yet are more
complex than the contagious spread of yawning or coughing behaviors that are related to the hu-
man motor system. Based on human subjects studies, Schultz et al. (2013) note that the presence
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of litter positively predicts future littering behavior; unsurprisingly, the availability of trash recep-
tacles is negatively correlated with littering. We selected littering for our study as a good example
of an emergent human behavior arising from a combination of social norms, environmental fac-
tors, habit, and personality differences. Savarimuthu et al. (2009) also used a littering scenario to
demonstrate the operation of their normative multi-agent system.
This architecture is examined on an abstract case study, and the obtained results are com-
pared with the results from two methods belonging to the two introduced groups of normative
architectures. At the end of this chapter, the plans for extensions to this work and future work are
discussed.
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Figure 7.1: Cognitive Social Learners (CSL) Architecture
7.1 Cognitive Social Learner
This chapter introduces a new architecture, Cognitive Social Learners (CSL), that includes
components from the two categories of normative architectures, and presents a cohesive model
for modeling the emergence of norms. Figure 7.1 shows a schematic view of CSL. In this ar-
chitecture, the belief, desire and intention components implement the cognitive aspects of norm
formation, while the game theoretic (GT) interaction and reinforcement learning (RL) recognition
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parts implement the social aspects.
We will use a littering scenario as an explanatory example, to describe the proposed ar-
chitecture’s elements. Later, in the experiments section, this scenario is used to evaluate the per-
formance of the CSL architecture at modeling norm emergence. The example scenario relates to
people who visit a park. They have five possible actions: littering, recycling, violating park rules
regarding animal feeding, violating park rules by trespassing on the foliage, and performing no
action.
The representation used for the BDI components and the norms is based on a simplified
version of the framework introduced by Casali et al. [42] and Criado et al. [55] in which a certainty
degree is assigned to each representation. For example, (D−payfine, 0.45) designates a negative
desire toward paying a fine with a certainty degree of 0.45.
7.1.1 Belief, Desire, and Intention
The CSL architecture follows a classic BDI structure. Like many normative architectures,
each agent is initialized with a set of personal values that model innate preferences. In CSL, these
personal values are used to create type 1 beliefs that have a certainty equal to 1; for instance
(B[happiness = 50], 1) indicates that the personal value of the agent regarding happiness is equal
to 50. The other type of beliefs (type 2) model the agent’s actions, represented as (B[α]ϕ, δ).
(B[littering]botherRest, 0.30) indicates that the agent believes, with certainty of 0.30, that litter-
ing would bother the other agents.
Desires can be determined independently or based on the agent’s beliefs. Desires are rep-
resented as (D∗ϕ, δ), which models the positive or negative (∗ = {−,+}) desire of an agent
regarding state ϕ with certainty of δ. An agent may update its desires when its beliefs changes.
This process is shown in Equation 7.1; the certainty value of desire D is updated based on function
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f , which is is a user-defined function.
((D∗ϕ, δϕ), (B[α]ϕ, δφ))⇒ (D∗ϕ, f(δϕ, δφ)) (7.1)
Intentions are derived from the set of positive desires, if they have a certainty value higher
than sum of the certainty values of all negative desires relevant to the intention. Equation 7.2 shows
this:
((D+ϕi1 , δϕi1 ), ..., (D
+ϕin , δϕin ), (planj, δj))
⇒ (Ik, f(δi1 ...δin , δj))
(7.2)
while Σ(δi1 ...δin) ≥ Σ(δl1 ...δln) and l1 to ln are indices of negative desires toward effects of Ik.
According to this formula, the set of positive desires (from i1 to in) and plan j will determine the
intention k based on a user defined function f . In the littering case, an agent might have positive
desires toward higher happiness and spending less effort, but negative desires toward paying a
fine and being observed by others. In this case, if the sum of certainty values for happiness and
spending effort is more than the sum of certainty values for paying the fine and being observed
(assuming that littering is part of the agent’s current plan), it will litter.
7.1.2 Game-theoretic Interaction
Instead of deciding its actions based on intentions alone, which is often the case in BDI-
based methods, the agent’s final action is determined after playing a social dilemma game with
one of its neighbor agents. The maximum certainty value of available intentions is used to create a
two-by-two matrix. The two possible actions are performing or not performing that action. After
calculating the payoff value for an action based on the related intentions, fixed values of α and β
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are used to increase the value of the elements in the matrices representing coordinated action (the
agent and its neighbor selecting the same actions) [71]. Example of this matrix for the littering
scenario are shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Example payoff matrices for the littering (L=litter, NL=not litter). ι shows the computed
payoff value for littering. ι′ is the payoff for not littering. 
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Based on the outcome of played games, an agent decides what action to perform. What an
agent observes after performing an action may cause an agent to update its personal values (type 1
beliefs) and learned norms, which in turn modifies its behavior in subsequent steps. For instance,
in the case of our example scenario, after littering, an agent’s happiness value will increase; or if
there is a punisher in its vicinity, its paid-fine value will increase.
7.1.3 Norm Recognition using RL
The goal of this component is to construct a practical way of recognizing/learning norms,
while connecting different components of the architecture. Our RL based recognition component
plays the role of a hub among norms and personal values (beliefs) on one hand and the game
theoretic interaction on the other hand.
The combination of GT interaction and RL based recognition components is used to im-
plement the social learning process which propagates norms across the agent population. The aim
of the social learning framework is different from similar processes in the domain of multi-agent
reinforcement learning, in which agents play iterative games to learn a policy resulting in a com-
petitive or cooperative equilibrium. Sen and Airiau [155] note several differences between social
learning and multi-agent RL, including the lack of equilibrium guarantees. At every timestep, each
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agent interacts with a single changing agent, selected at random, from the population. The payoff
received by the CSL agent depends only on this interaction. We use a basic Q-learning algorithm
for recognizing norms in which states are the discretized current values of an agent’s payoff ma-
trices. Learning results in modifications to the certainty degree of available norms. Rewards are
calculated based on the changes in the personal values.
7.1.4 Norms
The process of recognizing a social norm is modeled by an agent increasing the norm’s cer-
tainty value to a positive value. The agent updates the certainty values of norms based on its obser-
vations after performing an action. Our norms are represented using the format introduced in [56],
〈∆, C, A,E, S,R〉, in which ∆ designates the type of norm, C is the triggering condition, A and E
show the activation and expiration period of the norm, and S and R indicate a reward or sanction.
For example, this is an example of a possible norm: (〈prohibition, littering,−,−, payfine,−〉, δ),
which is always valid since there is no duration on activation, A, and expiration, E.
All of possible norms are initialized at the beginning of the simulation with the certainty
value of zero. Agents update their norms by increasing or decreasing the certainty value of each
norm after making an observation. For instance, if the agent receives a fine after littering, it will
update its current value of (δ) in the above norm example with (δ + ), where  is a user defined
value.
An agent’s current norms are used to update its beliefs and desires. The updating procedure
is shown in Equations 7.3 to 7.5. Here, norms are abbreviated asN instead of 〈∆, C, A,E, S,R〉 in
order to shorten the formulas. Here, if there are any relevant rewards R (or sanctions S), the positive
desire D+ (or a negative desire D−) will be updated. f functions are user defined functions.
((Ni, δN), (B[α]ϕ, δφ))⇒ (B[α]ϕ, f(δN , δφ)) (7.3)
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((Ni, δN), (D
+ϕ, δϕ), R 6= ∅)⇒ (D+ϕ, f(δN , δϕ)) (7.4)
((Ni, δN), (D
−ϕ, δϕ), S 6= ∅)⇒ (D−ϕ, f(δN , δϕ)) (7.5)
As an example, if there exists the norm (〈prohibition, littering,−,−, payfine,−〉, 0.75) and
a negative desire toward paying fine (D−payfine, 0.55), assuming the agent has just paid a fine
for littering (S 6= ∅) with f = min(max(0.75, 0.55), 1), the resulting updated desire would be
(D−payfine, 0.75).
7.2 Experiments
To demonstrate the utility of our normative architecture, two case studies are presented.
In first case study, we evaluate the performance of CSL at simulating norm emergence in a park
scenario, as compared to the normative BDI (NBDI) and social learning (SL) architectures. The
second case study is designed to evaluate the ability of CSL to model the propagation of norms in
real-world environments. We compare the performance of our proposed architecture with the LNA
architecture presented in Chapter 6 for simulating the propagation of smoking norms.
7.2.1 Park Case Study
This case study is designed to recreate the frequently observed “tragedy of the commons”
in which humans are moving through a public area like a park and have the option to improperly
dispose of trash and recycling on the ground, stow their waste for future disposal, or proactively
recycle objects dropped by other passersby. Additionally, there are two other actions that the agents
can perform, which are violating park visitor rules by feeding the animals and trespassing on the
grass. Among this set of actions, littering, feeding animals and walking on the grass are negative,
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but potentially contagious, behaviors. Our scenario is a useful model for describing many public
policy social dilemmas, and is more complicated than the rules of the road scenario, often used to
simulate the emergence of driving conventions.
Agents - In this scenario, the agents have the following action selections: litter, recycle
waste, violate park rules by feeding animals, violate park rules by trespassing on grass, or take
no action. For these experiments, we fixed the population size at 1000. There is an observable
vicinity defined for each agent. Within that range an agent can observe other agents’ actions. A
certain percentage of agents are assumed to be punishers (20 percent), which means they will
punish agents who litter, feed animals, and walk on the grass, if those agents perform these actions
in their observable area. Moreover, recycling while there is someone to observe the agent, will
increase the reputation of agent.
Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions - Each agent has a set of beliefs, desires and intentions.
Also, as part of its beliefs, each agent has a set of personal variables: happiness, park usability,
reputation, spent time, and paid fine. The certainty values (δ) for beliefs and desires are assigned
uniformly at random at the beginning of the scenario. Intentions are derived from the set of beliefs,
desires and plans. The intentions are determined according to Equation 7.2.
Payoff Matrices - In both CSL and SL, the agent plays a game with the closest agent
within its observable area each time that it needs to make an action decision. For each action, an
agent has a two by two payoff matrix that determines the agent’s decision. The agent picks the
intention with the highest certainty value. The values of this payoff matrix are determined by the
certainty degree of the selected intention, as described in the method section. This means that in
our architecture, the intentions do not directly determine agent’s actions, instead they define payoff
matrix values. For instance, each time that an agent generates a piece of trash, and needs to decide
whether to litter or not, it uses its littering payoff matrix, and plays a social dilemma game with
the closest agent. Similarly, every time that the agent observes garbage in its vicinity it uses its
recycling payoff matrix to decide whether to recycle the garbage or not. Since the agents move
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through the park in a random walk, they have the possibility of encountering new agents during
every round.
init(blf, des, pln, q-tbl)
repeat
generateIntention(blf, des, pln) . Equation 2
updatePMatrix(maxIntention)
if (converged-Qtbl) then
playGame(pMatrix,neighbors)
performAction()
update-qTable(rew, san)
else
performAction()
end if
update-norms(rew, san)
update-beliefs(rew, san, norms) . Equation 3
update-desires(rew, san, norms) . Equation 1, 4 & 5
until agent not selected
Figure 7.2: CSL pseudocode
(blf=Beliefs, des=Desires, pln=Plans, rew=Rewards, san=Sanctions)
Q-learning - The learning component is implemented using the Q-learning algorithm. The
current values of the payoff matrices determine the states of the Q-table. The selected action mod-
ifies the certainty value of norms. After an agent performs an action, it observes the consequences
of its action to compute the overall received payoff, which is then used to update the Q-table. Each
of the agent’s actions increases or decreases agent’s personal variable values according to a fixed
formula applied to all agents in the scenario. For example, littering would increase happiness, but
would decrease park usability. Littering decreases reputation when there is an agent in the vicinity;
in the presence of a punishing agent, the offending agent pays a fine.
Norms - All possible norms are initialized as having a certainty value of zero. During
initialization, we create all of possible norm combinations based on the introduced norm repre-
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sentation: 〈∆, C, A,E, S,R〉. The type of norm and its reward or sanction nature can be deter-
mined by the value for C. We assume that all norms are always valid during the experiment,
so we don’t need to take A and E into account. Thus 24 possible norms are defined for this
scenario: |obligation, prohibition, permission|*|littering, recycling, feeding animals, walking on
grass|*|reward, sanction|.
Figure 7.2 shows the pseudocode describing an agent’s behavior for one time-step in the
CSL implementation. The certainty value of beliefs and desires are initialized uniformly at random
at the beginning of the scenario.
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Figure 7.3: % of agents exhibiting normative behaviors
Results - Our proposed framework (CSL) was compared against two other benchmarks.
The first one, NBDI, is a version of the normative BDI architecture described in [55], and the
second one, SL, is the social learning framework introduced in [155]. In order to make a fair
comparison between different architectures, the NBDI and SL frameworks are implemented by re-
moving some of the components of CSL. The NBDI benchmark does not play the social dilemma
game and does not use reinforcement learning to generate and update norms. In this case, inten-
tions determine actions, and then the norms are updated based on the feedback received from the
environment. Note that the way that the norm representation was implemented (by modifying the
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certainty value of norms) is not part of the original version of NBDI. The norm recognition part in
the original NBDI was assumed to work as a blackbox, and there was insufficient detail about its
implementation to recreate it. Hence we simply used the same norm recognition structure for both
CSL and NBDI. For the SL framework, each agent has payoff matrices, and updates them using
Q-learning. SL lacks the BDI representation, as well as the internal features and explicit norm
representation. Results are presented for an average of 20 runs of the social simulation.
The percentage of agents demonstrating normative behavior is shown in Figure 7.3. The
purpose of this experiment was to study the overall ability of the agent population to recognize
and adopt to social norms. For each agent, normative behavior is assumed to be occurring when
more than 90 actions of the agent’s last 100 actions are normative actions. Normative actions
refer to: recycling, not littering, not feeding animals and not trespassing on the grass. Obviously,
their action is counted only when the agents have the possibility of performing these actions. For
instance, an agent can only feed animals when they are within close proximity. As the chart shows,
a greater percentage of the CSL agents evince normative behavior, compared to NBDI and SL.
Figures 7.4a, 7.4b and 7.4c illustrate differences between the cumulative normative vs.
non-normative actions that were performed by a population of 1000 agents averaged over 20 runs
of the models. The main goal of this experiment was to evaluate the ability of each method to
propagate conformity to social norms. In all cases, the sum of all action types initially rises. In
the CSL case, growth of non-normative behaviors reaches an asymptote while performance of the
(normative) recycling behavior rises sharply. In NBDI and SL, the amount of recycling is low
compared to the other behaviors. Moreover the speed and extent of norm emergence exhibited by
CSL is more than the NBDI and SL methods.
7.2.2 Smoking Cessation Case Study
The performance of the CSL architecture was also measured in our real-world scenario,
modeling the propagation of smoking cessation norms after a smoke-free campus initiative. The
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same smoking model as presented and used for the LNA architecture in Chapter 6 is also used
for implementing CSL architecture. Here we compare CSL versus our proposed architecture LNA
that was developed specifically for modeling normative smoking behavior [27], and was described
in detail in Chapter 6. Here we present the details of our CSL model of smoking behavior.
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Figure 7.4: The recycling (cleaning) norm only strongly emerges in CSL, not in NBDI and SL.
Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions - The two first personal values, individualism and achieve-
ment, are implemented as fixed value elements of beliefs (Type 1). The remaining three personal
factors, regret, health and hedonism, plus environmental factors are implemented as variables, and
are part of each agent’s beliefs. The certainty values (δ) for beliefs and desires are assigned uni-
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formly at random at the beginning of the scenario. The intentions are determined according to
Equation 7.2. The main desires and intentions defined in this system refer to smoking and not
smoking.
Payoff Matrices - An agent plays games with both its friends and other agents in close
proximity to determine its actions. For each action, an agent has a two by two payoff matrix that
determines the agent’s decision. The agent picks the intention with the highest certainty value.
The values of this payoff matrix are determined by the certainty degree of the selected intention, as
described in the method section. This means that in our architecture, the intentions do not directly
determine agent’s actions, instead they define payoff matrix values. The friendship value (frd) in
the smoking model is calculated using the payoff matrix values.
Norm Recognition - The learning component is implemented using the Q-learning algo-
rithm. Actions are the action performed by the agent: smoke or not smoke. The reward value is
assumed to be the same as the reward value defined for the reinforcement learning and smoking
diffusion in LNA. The current values of the payoff matrices determine the states of the Q-table.
The selected action modifies the certainty value of norms. After an agent performs an action, it
observes the consequences of its action to compute the overall received payoff, which is then used
to update the Q-table.
Norms - Norms are created using the same procedure introduced. Only dynamic (variable)
parts of beliefs are updated. All possible norms are initialized as having a certainty value of zero.
During initialization, we create all of possible norm combinations based on the introduced norm
representation: 〈∆, C, A,E, S,R〉. The type of norm and its reward or sanction nature can be
determined by the value for C. We assume that all norms are always valid during the experiment,
so we don’t need to take A and E into account. Thus 12 possible norms are defined for this
scenario: |obligation, prohibition, permission|*|smoking, not smoking|*|reward, sanction|.
In order to have a fair comparison between the two methods, we modified the LNA model
as little as possible. In addition to comparing CSL with LNA, we also examine the performance of
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the NBDI architecture on this dataset. Since LNA includes a component very similar to the social
learning method, the SL method was not implemented independently.
Using these assumptions, we ran our agent-based simulation for a period of a year from
Fall 2011 to Fall 2013. In these experiments, we initialized the simulation with the same number
of smokers and students willing to go to the classes as the initial survey data, and then compare
the numbers obtained from the simulation with the final survey data. During this period, the agents
commute to campus and follow schedules governed by the transportation model. The proposed
smoking model simulates the smoking behavior of students during the year of study. The average
simulation error of ten runs of the model are reported in Figure 7.5. Simulation error refers to the
difference between the values obtained from each method and the real value from the experimental
data. The two measures shown here are the percentage of smoker students and the percentage of
smoker students who are willing to attend smoking cessation classes. The empirical data for the
percentage of smokers was also available for 2013.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between the performance of different normative architectures. The simu-
lation error refers to the difference between the obtained value by each method and the empirical
survey data.
Figure 7.5 shows the comparison between the number of students who were smokers and
students willing to participate in smoking cessation classes. The performance of CSL at predicting
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the actual adoption of the smoking cessation norm is comparable to the LNA and superior to NBDI.
The statistical significance of the reported results for LNA and CSL are also shown in table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Statistical significance of reported smoking percentages using CSL and LNA
Smoking % p level
CSL-2012 0.19 0.032
CSL-2013 1.8 0.043
LNA-2012 0.23 0.024
LNA-2013 2.06 0.053
A powerful feature of agent-based models is their ability of predicting future trends. This
can be a great tool for policy makers who want to analyze the effects of modifying various param-
eters of a specific model. In Figure 7.6 the predicted percentage of smokers for the period of years
2011 to 2016 is shown. The values shown for the years 2011 to 2013 are the same as shown in
Figure 7.5. The current assumption in our model is that various properties of the whole system
remain the same during the simulated years.
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Figure 7.6: Predicted percentage of smokers for future years
One factor that our model does not take into account is the gradual change of the population
as students arrive to the school and graduate. It is worth noting that since the survey methods used
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by the UCF Health Services each year were slightly different, there could be differing forms of
error in the reported statistics for each year. For the year 2013, it was confirmed by the Health
Services department that the reported rate (3.9%) was a bit lower than what they were expecting
based on national and state averages.
Table 7.3 shows a comparison between the different architectures at predicting the per-
ceived social unacceptability of smoking. This phenomenon is reported in many smoking studies
including [67] and [93] as occurring when smoking bans exist in human cities. Brown et al. [36]
showed that perceived social acceptability of smoking among referent groups is independently
associated with both strength of intention to quit and actual quitting behavior.
Table 7.3: Standard coefficient (Beta) values of the applied linear regression to perceived social
acceptability of smoking (independent var.) and quit intention (dependent var.)
Beta p level
CSL 0.22 0.001
LNA 0.001 0.007
NBDI −0.01 0.005
In our smoking model, it is assumed that an agent has the intention to quit smoking if its
smoking value (SV) is within the first and second threshold values. The social unacceptability
of smoking across the population of agents is determined using the value for one of the agent’s
personal characteristics (IND). The value of this factor was initialized based on data from a survey
question asking whether the participant believes smoking is acceptable on campus. Following the
works mentioned above, a linear regression model was used to examine the relationship between
these two elements, and the standard coefficient (Beta) value of the applied linear regression is
shown in Table 7.3. The CSL model produces a positive Beta value, which is consistent with the
real-world data. This shows that, using CSL, agents are able to reason about the socially perceived
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unacceptability of smoking behavior, and modify their behaviors accordingly. Therefore, CSL is
modeling norm emergence in a more realistic manner. On the other hand, the Beta values for the
LNA and NBDI architectures is close to zero, which does not accurately reflect the results reported
in independent smoking studies.
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Figure 7.7: Sensitivity analysis for five coefficient values used for determining the final smoking
value in our models. Horizontal red lines show the current values used by our models.
In addition, we performed a sensitivity analysis on the results that we obtained from the
the two architectures. Since our models include a number of variables that directly affect the final
behavior of our system, the sensitivity analysis can help us understand the extent of the effect
that each variable can have on the final outcome. In order to do that, five of the ten coefficients
that were used in Equation 6.2, plus the the two threshold values for determining the three stages
of norm formation are used as the independent variables in our sensitivity analysis model. The
remaining five coefficients are not shown due to their close relationship to the current coefficients.
The analysis is done on one independent value at a time.
Figure 7.7 shows the range of output values for different values that can be assigned to five
of the ki coefficients, and similarly Figure 7.8 shows the output range for the two threshold values.
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Figure 7.8: Sensitivity analysis for the two threshold values in our models. Horizontal red lines
show the current values used by our models.
By comparing the results shown in Figure 7.7a with 7.7b, and also 7.8a with 7.8b, we can observe
that LNA seems to be more sensitive to parameter choice than CSL. By changing the coefficient
values from 0 to 6, the maximum change in the percentage of smokers is close to 4 for LNA, and
less than 2 for CSL. For the two threshold values (shown in Figure 7.8) LNA’s results vary across
a range of 3.5, while CSL’s range is less than 2.5. Overall, the sensitivity of the model’s output to
the set of input values is low, and because of type of equation used by the model, the output range
for different values remains linear.
We also study ablated versions of the CSL model that lack one of the three smoking el-
ements (social, environmental, or personal). The results for alternate months during the year of
simulation are reported in Figure 7.9. The reported results are, again, averaged over ten runs, and
in all cases the initialization configuration is based on the survey data. In Figures 7.9a and 7.9b
the left red star shows the starting value which is the empirically measured value, and is the same
for all four experiments. Without the personal and environmental components, the model tends
to underestimate results in comparison to the final empirical results. Without the social part, the
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model overestimates smoking behavior. Based on the size of differences between the empirical
results and the other experiments for CSL, it can be concluded that the personal values are the
major predictors in determining smoking behaviors. Environmental factors had the lowest impact
on predicting smoking behaviors.
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Figure 7.9: The percentage of smoker students in LNA (a), and in CSL (b) during the first year
simulation period. The numbers from the survey data are marked by the red star icons at the
beginning and end of the simulation period (Experimental/EXP). The figure shows the predictions
of the proposed model (complete/CMP), the model without the personal values, without the social
aspect, and without environmental influence. There is a close match between the predicted values
of the complete model and the survey data.
7.2.3 Discussion
The LNA architecture presents a fairly simple normative structure. This structure is very
similar to many of normative structures that are currently being employed for building norma-
tive multi-agent systems. The reader can refer to [131] for details, and a review of normative
architectures. On the other hand, CSL is representative of the group of architectures that employ
richer structures for normative reasoning. CSL integrates internal cognitive structures with social
interaction mechanisms.
The results shown from the experiments on these two models demonstrate that CSL can
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produce more realistic results. This indicates that we should anticipate agent design to become
more complex as our problems become more complicated, and the number of variables in the
problem increases. Specifically, when it comes to modeling the intricacies of humans’ behaviors
– like the correlation between the unacceptability of smoking in a society and quitting intention
– simple agent architectures may be inaccurate building accurate models. Additionally, simpler
design structures are potentially more sensitive to parameter choice. As we observed in the case of
our two models, LNA was more sensitive to input values than CSL.
7.3 Conclusion
Normative multi-agent systems are a promising computational mechanism for representing
group influences on human social behavior and creating large-scale social simulations for a variety
of interesting public policy questions. This chapter presents a normative architecture, Cognitive
Social Learners, that bridges the gap between two lines of research on norms. We benchmarked
our architecture against three other models (NBDI, SL, and LNA) at predicting the adoption of
sustainable practices. Performance of the CSL architecture was evaluated on the smoking case
study that was presented in the previous chapter. Our results indicate that the CSL architecture is
more robust than models that rely exclusively on internal or external processes at modeling norm
emergence in complex real-world scenarios.
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CHAPTER 8: MODELING TIPPING POINT THEORY USING
NORMATIVE MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
Human societies are simultaneously frustratingly unchanging and yet susceptible to “epi-
demics” that sweep across the social fabric causing people to adopt previously rare practices. Tip-
ping point theories attempt to explain the subtle triggers behind these social processes. In 2000,
Malcolm Gladwell [125] produced a popular science book summarizing three key factors which
trigger tipping points: 1) scale-free networks (the Law of the Few); 2) effective messaging (the
Stickiness Factor) and 3) environmental influences (the Power of Context). This section relates
tipping point theory to the process of norm emergence in multi-agent systems; we propose that
normative agent architectures can serve an excellent computational model for expressing many
contagious social phenomena, including tipping points and information cascades.
As was discussed in previous chapters, social norms are known to be a major factor gov-
erning humans’ behavior; unbeknownst to us, many of our everyday behaviors are influenced by
these implicit standards. Various normative architectures have been proposed for designing nor-
mative multi-agent systems (NorMAS) capable of reasoning about norm adoption. Some of these
systems have been grounded in social science theory, but the aim of many architectures is sim-
ply to effectively address standard multi-agent system challenges, including agreement formation,
coordination and conflict resolution.
Despite recent research progress in the area, the complete life-cycle of norms is far from
fully understood. The complex nature of human decision-making makes comprehending the ra-
tionale behind social interactions difficult, since people are notoriously bad at self-reporting their
motivations. The field of agent-based modeling aims to create agents in the image of humans.
These agents typically have cognitively-inspired decision-making components, and are situated in
life-like scenarios. In both standard multi-agent systems and cognitively-inspired models, existing
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social theories have been employed toward the construction of normative models. Various stages of
the norm life-cycle including recognition, adoption, compliance and emergence are often modeled
on similar concepts in social sciences.
This section proposes a unified model of how norm emergence in networked agent societies
can be used to predict the effects of common tipping point triggers [28]. Previous work on norm
emergence in networks has investigated the effects of social network topology in static [164, 154]
and also dynamic networks [149]. Yu et al. [172] presented an evaluation of different learning
methods on norm emergence in networked systems. In our work, we simply employ network
structures as a medium to apply ideas from tipping point theory relating to the Law of the Few.
Therefore, the structure of agents’ network is not of interest by itself, other than making it congru-
ent with human social networks.
The main purpose of this part of dissertation is showing the role and significance of tipping
point principles in normative multi-agent systems (NorMAS), and evaluating the potential impact
of this model on NorMAS design. Here, the impact of Gladwell’s three factors on norm emergence
in agent-based normative systems is studied and practical ways to apply this versatile theory is
demonstrated. These three factors are the role of a few members of society, stickiness of message
that is being passed and the role of environment. This is done through a set of experiments on a
driving case study. The details about the experiments are described in the next section.
8.1 Experimental Setup
For the experiments, the classic scenario of rules of the road is employed, that is frequently
used to study normative behavior in multi-agent systems. In this scenario, there exists a population
of agents that do not have any preference toward driving on the left or right side of a two-way road.
No rules or higher enforcement exist to determine the preferred side. This scenario represents
a two-action stage game that models the situation where agents need to agree on one of several
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equally desirable alternatives. The societal norms that evolve in this domain are either driving on
the left or driving on the right [155].
In this scenario agents receive a fixed value reward and punishment based on the following
payoff matrix shown in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Payoff matrix for rules of the road scenario
 
 
 
 
 left right 
left 1,1 -1,-1 
right -1,-1 1,1 
 
 As Yu et al. [172] note, although this payoff matrix appears simple, the coordination game
poses a very challenging puzzle for human beings to solve efficiently. The game has two pure
Nash-equilibria: both agents drive left or both agents drive right. Classical game theory, however,
does not give a coherent account of how people would play a game like this. The conundrum is
that there is nothing in the structure of the game itself that allows the players (even purely rational
players) to infer what they ought to do. In reality, people can play such games because they can
rely on some contextual cues to agree on a particular equilibrium [171].
In similar studies on normative systems, usually the cumulative payoff (reward) of the
whole population of agents is used as a measure of comparing various methods (see [155] and
[172] for examples). Instead, the norm emergence time for each method is used as an evaluation
method here. This is functionally equivalent since the payoff received by all agents post norm
emergence is the same, hence a method which leads to faster norm emergence will also yield the
higher cumulative payoff.
8.2 Key Few Members
In this section, the effect of key members of an agent society on the rate of norm emer-
gence is studied. These key members are selected using standard heuristics for measuring influence
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within a network; the performance of three centrality measures: degree, closeness, and between-
ness is evaluated. Degree centrality measures the number of edges connected to a node. Closeness
is calculated based on the total distance to all other nodes. Nodes with a high betweenness central-
ity fall on a large proportion of the shortest paths (geodesics) in the graph.
To model the characteristics of a real social network, the same algorithm from Section
6.3.2 (originally introduced in [165]) is employed to create a synthetic network which follows
a power law degree distribution and exhibits homophily, a greater number of link connections
between similar nodes. The network generator uses link density (ld) and homophily (dh) to govern
network formation. A simplified version of the pseudo-code for this method is shown in Figure 6.2.
Predefined values for ld and dh are assumed. The nodes of the graph represent the individuals
(agents) in the simulation, who can be considered as car drivers.
A weighted voting approach (also known as a structure based method) to determine an
agent’s decision with regard to its neighbors is used. The weight for each of an agent’s neighbors
is computed using a normalized value of that neighbor’s centrality value as shown in Equation 8.1.
weighti,j =
Cj
ΣDegik=1 Ck
(8.1)
This equation shows the weight of the link connecting neighbor j to node i. C refers
to the corresponding centrality value (degree, betweenness and closeness). Also, Degi denotes
the number of neighbors for node i. The top 10 percent of the population of agents with the
greatest centrality values are assumed to be the key elements of a society. At the beginning of
the experiments, all of the agents follow a single norm; in other words, all of them have learned
(through social learning [155]) to always drive on one side of the road. Each agent has a utility
value defined for each of four possible cases: Up-Left, Up-Right, Down-Left and Down-Right,
where Up and Down determine the section of road, and Left and Right determine the direction
an agent drives. Figure 8.1 shows a snapshot of designed agents. These values are updated while
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receiving payoffs based on the matrix shown in Table 8.1.
 
Up-Left 
Down-Right 
Figure 8.1: A simple graphical view of the agents designed for the rules of the road scenario.
In these experiments, the penetration of norm changing behaviors that emanate from key
members of a society is compared vs. other cases. Emanation from the top is compared to emana-
tion from the middle and bottom 10 percent of the population. At the beginning of the simulation,
the agents (nodes) are ranked based on their centrality value to determine the top, middle and bot-
tom agents. The utility value of these agents is kept fixed. Neighbors of these agents continue
updating their behavior until a new norm emerges in the system. Figure 8.2a, Figure 8.2b, and
Figure 8.2c show the number of iterations required for each case to converge. The population of
agents contained 100 agents, and the reported results show the average values over 20 runs.
The pattern observed in all of three cases was very similar. When the norm propagation
starts from the top 10% of the population, the norm emerges much faster compared to the other
cases. Moreover, there is a fairly sizable difference among top, middle and bottom agents. The
magnitude of difference between the top and middle 10% is more than the difference between the
middle and bottom. These results are consistent with the role of connectors in tipping point theory.
8.3 Stickiness Factor
According to the tipping point theory, the extent and rate of emerging social norms in a
society is not only related to the members of the society, but also related to the content of the
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message. An effective message needs to be interesting or “sticky” enough to remain in agents’
minds. This factor is almost completely independent of the society and its structure, and is a
property of the idea.
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Figure 8.2: Average number of iterations until the emergence of a norm in the population, when
using degree centrality (a), betweenness centrality (b) and closeness centrality (c) to determine key
agents.
As Gladwell [88] points out, it is potentially very complicated to determine if a certain
message has the necessary stickiness or not, but one characteristic that is usually common to sticky
ideas is that it frequently returns to a person’s mind. This could be in the form of a desire to sit and
watch a popular TV show every night, or in a more extreme case, a clinical addiction to smoking or
gambling. Conventional marketing and advertising domains refer to this phenomenon as the rule
of 27. According to this rule, a message (advertisement) should be seen at least 27 times, if the
message is going to stick [138].
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Figure 8.3: Average number of iterations until the emergence of one norm, when 2 out of 4 agents
with fixed utility values play twice with each agent that they encounter (a), and when 2 out of 4
agents with fixed utility values go (drive) faster (b).
In order to model this property, it’s assumed that the stickiness is represented by the number
of games that an agent plays with another agent. Therefore a higher number of games will result in
the same effect as a stickier belief. In the experiments, this idea is evaluated in two different ways.
The first way is to increase the number of games that a certain set of agents play. The second way
is to have a certain number of agents driving faster than other agents to be exposed to more cars.
Figures 8.3a and 8.3b show results related to these two cases. In both cases, original 100
agents exist plus a group of 2 agents which have a fixed preference to drive on either the left or
right. In the first scenario, one group of agents plays two games each time it encounters another
agent. In the second scenario, one group of agents moves faster. Both of these scenarios lead to
the same effect: increasing the number of times that an agent is exposed to an idea. This simulates
the property of frequently returning to a person’s mind. In both cases, when the stickiness factor is
implemented, the entire system converges to a single norm faster.
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Figure 8.4: Percentage of times that a norm emerges in the population, when agents have different
threshold values for activating.
8.4 Power of Context
The third element of the tipping point theory refers to the power of context. As Gladwell
points out: it is possible to be a better person on a clean street or in a clean subway, than in one
littered with trash and graffiti [88]. The idea is mostly based on what’s known in criminology as
the theory of broken windows [170]. According to this theory, slight changes in the environment
could result in tipping effects over the whole society.
In order to apply this part of the tipping point theory, some ideas from the a set of techniques
for studying fads and cascading effects in networks [167] are used. First, a network is built using
the same approach described in Section 8.2. Then, a threshold value is assigned for each agent.
Similar to the probabilistic information cascade models, if the cumulative value of the perceived
cascade is less than the threshold, nothing will change. If it’s higher, the agent will change its
current behavior, which in our scenario would result in driving on the other side of the road.
Figure 8.4 shows the percentage of times that a norm emerged in the system for a set of threshold
values. The columns show the average results over 20 runs. Agents were selected randomly as a
source of a small initial shock in the network, which results in negating the current payoff values
for driving on each side of the road. The frequency of shocks is determined randomly. The system
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runs until it reaches some fixed iteration number (50,000), unless a different norm is observed. This
experiment illustrates how minor shocks can shape a population fad, resulting in a population-level
behavior change. The shocks (pulses) in this model can be viewed as any of the small changes that
tipping point theory predicts can result in large changes in the whole society. According to the
results presented in Figure 8.4, thresholds as big as 0.98 (as small as 2% percent activation chance)
can lead to the emergence of norms in the system in almost 5 percent of the experiments. The
computed values for each agent are compared to its tipping point value (normalized between 0 and
1).
There is a second aspect to the power of context, which refers to the number of people in
groups. The Rule of 150 says that the size of groups is a subtle contextual factor that makes a big
difference. This number is referred as Dunbar’s number [68], after the anthropologist who origi-
nally proposed the idea. In groups with fewer than 150 members, people will cooperate relatively
easily and rapidly become infected with the community ethos. Once that threshold is crossed, peo-
ple begin to behave very differently. 150 is our social channel capacity as determined on the basis
of personal loyalties and 1-on-1 contacts. Beyond the tipping point of 150 the group dynamics
simply become too complex. For the average person there are just too many relationships to man-
age. The group then becomes divided and alienated, and usually splits into two. Smaller groups
have been shown to be more effective at tasks than larger groups. This may be due to biological
limitations of humans which make it very difficult for them to handle a larger community.
With the growth of virtual social media sites and the spread of online groups, there has been
renewed interest in evaluating the importance of this limit on Facebook [69], Myspace [85] and
within massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs). The pivotal issue here is
that a person cannot maintain a close relationship with all of the members of a larger group which
ultimately sabotages its success. Having a direct connection with each member of the group is a
necessary component to having a positive social relationship.
A clique structure is proposed to be used to illustrate this idea. In a clique each node has a
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direct edge to all of other nodes. There are n(n− 1) edges in the resulting graph. A directed graph
is used here, as that seems to be the general assumption for friendship networks. The emergence
process of driving norms in a network generated using the synthetic network generator described
in Section 8.2 is studied. It should be noted that having more edges does not necessarily result
in faster convergence. More connections makes the diffusion of ideas easier, while it makes it
harder for the agents to find an idea that all agents like. In a clique structure, the major voting
approach and the weighted voting approach (using the number of edges) are the effectively same;
so neither of them elicits earlier norm emergence. Figure 8.5 shows the number of iterations that
were required on average for the two cases to reach norm emergence. The one-side driving norm
emerged faster in the case of clique structure than in the power-law degree distribution network.
This shows the potential benefit of such a structure in constructing agent systems, at least for ideal
cases.
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Figure 8.5: Average number of iterations until the emergence of one norm, when the network
structure of agents follows a power-law distribution and when the network is a complete clique.
8.5 Conclusion
Norms are complex social behaviors that have been extensively studied in sociology, psy-
chology, and other related fields. Most normative architectures draw upon theories from the social
sciences. The theory of tipping points has inspired much research in different disciplines. For
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this section, some of the well-known elements of this theory are modeled, as applied to networked
agent populations. It is illustrated that how three of the principal ideas including key few members,
stickiness factor, and the role of environment can affect the process of norm emergence. These ex-
periments are an attempt to illustrate the value of tipping point theory concepts to the NorMAS
community.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The overarching aim of my research is to create a general purpose normative agent-based
modeling and simulation system for studying the effects of public policy decisions on a large range
of social phenomena, including personal health decisions, sustainability behaviors, and opinion
formation. Norms are an important part of human social systems, governing many aspects of
group decision-making. Discovering the details about how social norms emerge in societies, and
how they affect human activities enables us to have a better understanding of human behaviors in
general. Specifically, constructing normative structures that can be employed in designing life-like
simulations has many applications in domains such as public policy management, clinical health
promotion and advertising.
The main contribution of this dissertation is introducing a new normative architecture, Cog-
nitive Social Learners (CSL), that models bottom-up norm emergence through a social learning
mechanism, while using BDI (Belief/Desire/Intention) reasoning to handle adoption and compli-
ance. We demonstrate that the proposed architecture can be used to create a predictive model of
the effect of UCF’s smoke-free campus initiative on student smoking cessation trends.
At the beginning of this research, a detailed online survey about the transportation prefer-
ences of UCF students was designed, which was distributed to all the students via email. Using the
collected data in combination with other sources, an agent-based model which simulates student
transportation patterns was created. Agents in this model represent the students. Each simulated
agent has a unique profile determining its actions. These profiles have statistically the same features
as the collected datasets. The model can be employed to estimate statistics about UCF campus,
including parking usage, car traffic and buildings’ occupancy rate.
This model was extended by using the obtained samples from the agent-based model as
an input for a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) based component. This method was used
to construct a more accurate model. In addition, the idea of merging agent-based modeling and
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MCMC was a novel contribution of this dissertation. The mathematical logic for hybridizing these
two methods was shown using category theory.
Once a reliable model for simulating transportation patterns of UCF students was built,
it was merged into a detailed simulation of smoking cessation trends on campus. This model
was validated with some independently collected data by Health Services at UCF. The purpose
of building the model was to study students’ smoking behaviors after the university started to
become a smoke-free campus. In addition to following the general structure of CSL architecture,
the proposed normative architecture for smoking includes three sets of factors: personal, social and
environmental factors. The goal was to build an all-inclusive structure that contains the factors that
can potentially affect one’s smoking behavior, and implement this structure in a way that follows
the general phases that are defined for norm emergence in computational normative studies. Using
the introduced factors, three phases of recognition, adoption and compliance are mapped to the
agents’ smoking behaviors. This model employs a range of techniques from different AI domains
including game theory, machine learning and social networks. This, itself, was part of a broader
goal to build an effective way of simulating social norms in realistic scenarios, which are known
to be complex by nature.
The theory of tipping points refers to a set of ideas in social sciences that describes how
social phenomena like fads emerge in human societies. In order to expand the theoretical basis
of the proposed normative architecture, some elements of this theory were used. These were the
three elements popularized by Malcom Gladwell in his relevant book, which are role of key people,
stickiness of messages and role of environment. Techniques from social network analysis such as
centrality measures were used to implement tipping point theory ideas in normative models.
There are a number of possibilities for future work. One would be integrating tipping point
theories with CSL. Another would be to apply CSL to more scenarios, such as modeling recycling
behaviors of UCF students.
The model that was presented in this dissertation presents a cohesive structure for studying
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a set of complex human social behaviors. One can view this model as a novel way of studying so-
cial phenomena compared to lab-based or theoretical approaches currently used in these domains.
Additionally, a procedure for constructing social simulations using survey data was introduced in
this work. This process starts with initializing an agent-based model based on the survey data.
Then, the agents that follow the proposed realistic normative architecture are built. The model
runs for a certain period of time, and a population of desired samples is obtained from the agent-
based model. These samples can be improved using the hybrid ABM-MCMC method. With these
samples, it is possible to compute any statistical quantity of interest about the model.
In addition to presenting theoretical ideas and algorithms in this work, the presented ideas
were successfully applied to several real applications which could be beneficial to the whole UCF
community.
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